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Curriculum and instructional quality concerns
prompt early student withdrawals, study indicates
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Editor

Student concern over curriculum and
quality of instruction apparently
prompts many of them to consider
withdrawing from the University at
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some time.
According to a recent survey conducted by the committee studying
student retention, these two factors
lead the list of areas which students feel
are most critical to their decision to
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leave or remain at the University.
Of the SOS junior and senior students
who returned questionnaires indicating
they had considered leaving school, 27
percent checked curriculum or quality
of instruction as the reason.
Campus environment, living con-,
ditions and student life received attention, as did academic advising and
financial aid.
Designed to obtain some general
feedback from students during the
first phase of the Retention CommiUee's work, the survey was mailed to
32,890 students in early October.
Approximately 31.4 per cent (1,031) of
those questionnaires were returned. Of
these, 51 percent (526) indicated
they had never seriously considered
withdrawing from school.
Forty-nine percent (505) of the
respondents said they had given
dropping out thought and checked their
reason or reasons for considering it.
Dr. Clyde Lewis, chairman of the
Retention Steering Committee, said,
"Obviously, you can't say anything
definitive from this kind of survey."
It was conducted neither scientifically or objectively, he said, because
"we just wanted to see what we could
find out."
Referring to the attention received by
curriculum and quality of instruction,
Lewis said, "Even there, I don't think
it's a damning indictment or anything."

Student vote could
affect local elections periscope
By MARK TURNER

News Editor
A large campus voter turnout fir the
Nov. I election could be a major factor
fci determining the winners according
to many local candidates.
With 1,293 students registered to vote
in next week's state and local election,
the campus precinct is the largest in
Richmond, a spokesman from the
County Clerk's office said.
"I didn't realize that many students
were registered to vote until I saw the
records from Frankfort," said Dr. G.L.
Thompson, a candidate for City
Commissioner.
The City Commissioner's race may
depend heavily on the student vote,
Robert Blythe, another candidate for
the office, said.
The students were not here during the

primaries which saw only a few hundred votes separating the top eight
candidates.
Four candidates are elected to the
City Commission.
Seventy-five votes separated the
fourth and fifth highest vote getters in
the primaries.
The student vote could bring a candidate from seventh or eighth place in
the primaries to third or fourth, City
Commission candidate Marshall
McAninch said.
Past records indicate the campus
vote has been equally proportioned
over the past few years.
In the last mayoral race, the campus
vote showed only a 25 vote difference
between the candidates. In the last
state senator's race, about 200 votes
(see STUDENTS, page 14)

Fifty per cent of the
University's departments utilize
student opinion in making
academic decisions.
Staff
writer Barb Gaffey has the
story on page 6.
Staff writer Sharon Blevins
reviews the upcoming general
election and the candidates on
page 3.
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As the committee now moves into the
follow-up phase of the study, students
who indicated they had considered
dropping out will be called in for confidential interviews with the subcommittee concerned with the reason
for withdrawing they checked.
According the Steering Committee's
proposed guidelines for the interviews,
each one should follow a basic format.
The sub-committee chairman will
explain the retention study and the
particular sub-committee's area of
concern before questions are directed
at the student.
"Students are assured that they will
not be intimidated and that the interview will take place in a relaxed
atmosphere," the committee stated.
"Students will be given the opportunity
to freely express their views and detail
the problems they have experienced."
Each sub-committee will interview
as many students in its category up to a
maximum of 40 before preparing a
report summarizing the interviews and
making recommendations for student
retention.
Students not called for interviews
may request a hearing also.
Lewis said he hopes students will
take advantage of this opportunity to
express their opinions about the
University.
"When students start
participating they'll get interested," he
said.

Miss BSU '77-78
Tarea Carter, senior elementaryspecial education major from Hartford,
smilingly accepts the crown from last
year's queen, Pamela Martin, during
the second annual Miss Black Student
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Union Pageant held hut Thursday at
Edwards Auditorium at Model High
School. Sponsored by Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, Carter plans to take up
her teaching career next fall.

'A case of sexual assault9

University confirms rape
By BOB LANGFORD
Staff Writer
A spokesman for the University
acknowledged that a rape did occur in
the Foster Building on Monday, Oct. 17.
The official statement issued by Doug
Whitlock, executive assistant to
President Powell, which ran in last
week's Progress said, "Security is
investigating a case of physical
assault."
The Richmond Dally Register
reported Friday that a sexual assault
was being investigated.
"I told Brian Ashley (of the Register)
that if it would clarify matters that you
could refer to it as a sexual assault,"

Whitlock said.
The Register also reported that if the
suspect Was found the victim's family
said they would press charges.
Dr. George Muns, chairman of the
Music Department, refused to comment on his last week's statement to the
Progress, new case findings or measures the department was taking to
prevent
further
incidents.
"If I ever have one (a comment) it
won't be revealed to you, ever," Muns
said.
"Why should I comment," he said.
"You'll just make one up anyway."
Security had received complaints
that many lights on campus, especially

around the dormitoriw, wart not lit
John Goolsby, security specialist,
explained that the lights were not on
because the lighting system waa not
working properly.
"The lights were out due to a
malfunction of the Simplex system,"
Goolsby said. "It didn't turn them on
when it should have, but that has boon
corrected."
There are also new lights being Installed In the Telford parking lot,
Goolsby said and they should be in
working order shortly.
Security has also presented lectures
in girls' dormitories and distributed
literature on rape prevention.

With some mean wheelin'

Unusual manuevers mark local skateboard competition
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A variety of skateboard styles prevailed at last Thursday's competition at
University Shopping Center. Doug Reeser (left) maneuvered himself fast
enough through the course to win first place in the slalom competition, noting
that Ms goal on a skateboard is simply learning how to keep from falling off.
Dale Horensky (center) said she can't do a handstand or even a cartwheel on
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the ground, but her feaU on the skateboard brought her first place in the
freestyle competition. Balancing himself on two skateboards is Scot Byrd
(right). Second place winner of the slalom and freestyle events, Byrd started
riding as a child. "Maybe I'm still just a big kid," he said.

By SARAH WARREN
Feature Editor
It's exciting, daring and saves a lot on
gas, but the tiniest rock can send even
the best of them flying into the dust.
Just talk to any skateboarder and
there won't be a one who won't mention
sprained ankles, scraped knees or
bruised elbows.
According to a Consumer Product
Safety Commission study, more than
375,000 skateboard-related injuries are
expected to occur this year.
But, that hasn't hindered the sport's
popularity; there are now approximately 20 million skateboarders
in the United States
One skateboarder here, Scot Byrd,
who is a sophomore performing arts
major, said falLng is "part of the sport.
You've Just got to realize you're going
to fall." He said he even thought
skateboarders were proud of their
injuries.
Byrd, who recently took second place
in a skateboard slalom and freestyle
competition sponsored by the local
merchants and the University
Recreation Club, said he tries to wear
safety .equipment such as a helmet and
knee pads whenever he can.
Other skateboarders, however,
prefer not to wear the equipment unless
they hav^o. --Doug Reeser, freshmta
electronics major here, aar.J when he
competed in-the tournament-last week,
it was the first time he's worn a helmet.
First place winner of the slalom
competition", Reeser said he liked to
ride like the Calif or mans do: in shorts
and tennis shoes. " I guess it Just seems
more daring that way," he said.

Not wearing safety equipment and
other "human factors," are the main
reasons for skateboard Injuries, according to the Consumer study. But, 35
per cent of the injuries occur because of
the skating environment.
Some cities have solved this problem
with "skateboard parks" where the
environment can be controlled.
Klscwhere, however, skateboarders
must resort to streets, sidewalks and
parking lots.
Here on campus, finding a place to
skateboard has been a problem for
several students. Byrd said security
officers give him hassles all the time
and he was recently "pulled over" by
the state police.
"If we just had a place to ride...," he
said. "I mean, could you imagine 20
million tennis players without a
court?"
Another student, sophomore commercial recreation major Dale
Horensky, has been hassled about her
skateboard. "I've had to see the dean
twice," she said, "for having a
skateboard in my room."
A resident of Clay Hall, Horensky
said skateboards supposedly weren't
allowed in the dorm. When the dorm
director confiscated her board, she was
told it was a school rule and had to be
followed like any Other rule.
They are allowing her to keep her
board in the mail room until the end of
the semester. She said she doesn't
know where she'll keep it after that.
Horensky said she's never ridden her
board anywhere in the dorm. But, she
said laughingly, "It's even been
(see SKATEBOARDERS, page 14)
)

Organizing completed

It's time for Student Senate
to get down to work on issues
With mid-terms over and
Thanksgiving just around the
Corner, the semester is entering its final leg. Every
member of the University community knows the time for
fooling around is over. They
see the need to buckle down and
really get some work done.
Hopefully, members of the
Student Senate will feel this
urge to complete some projects
and turn in a progress report indicating to students they are
working.
Granted, it does take a certain amount of time to get a
representative body such as the
senate organized and moving
toward long-term goals. The
fall semester is often needed as
a time for laying the groundwork for the projects which will
not bear fruit until later in the
year.
But students—their expectations raised by last
spring's
campaign
promises—will only wait so
long for results before their
hopes turn into dissatisfaction
and disillusionment with
student government.
After all, Student Association
President Mike Duggins and
Vice President Rita Masden
have been on the job since late
last spring and student
senators were elected five
weeks ago.

Yet the average student has
witnessed little evidence of
projects or proposals which will
affect his or her life here
significantly.
For example, last year's center of excitement and learning,
the Free University, has practically faded from most students' consciousness. The interest was great enough to keep
classes operating last spring,
yet at this time fewer than
10 classes meet regularly.
Duggins said he feels comfortable with what the senate
had produced so far this fall.
He points to the establishment
of an off-campus housing adviser, the distribution of free
book covers and placement of a
student representative on the
disciplinary board as examples
of how student government is
serving the students.
"Now we are getting things
done," Duggins explained. "At
first, we had to concentrate on
getting people involved and interested."
If people are "involved and
interested," then now is the
time for senate to shift into high
gear.
The mechanics
necessary for action certainly
seem to be present.
Attendance at meetings is
good. Of the 54 senators, an
average of 40 to 43 have attended each meeting. In ad-

dition, standing committees, as
well as a number of ad hoc committees, have finally been formed and have begun meeting to
investigate such issues as
parking, teacher evaluations
and the open house policy.
However, these committees
and the senate as a whole will
have to produce results to
justify their existence.
Duggins explained, "If we're
going to have well organized,
well thought out proposals, it's
going to take time."
Fine. Take the time to do a
good, thorough job on every
project and every proposal. But
don't dwell on insignificant
matters or beleager minor
points when the whole field of
student needs lies wide open.
The possibilities for bringing
students and the community,
students and faculty and even
students and other students
closer together are endless for
an organization seeking to
serve student needs.
At this point students can
only hope that the representatives they elected will do
everything they can to carry
out their duties with their
cooperation and assistance.
The Student Senate is a
viable force at this University
only as long as students believe
in its ability to accomplish
things as well as make big
promises.
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In a special letter

A rape victim shares her experience
Editor's note: This letter is
"special" because it portrays
the trauma and confusion of a
rape victim far better than any
editorial writer or police officer
can.
The writer of the letter,
courageous enough to disclose
her experience for the benefit
of other girls, shares her firsthand confrontation with the
ignorance, prejudice and
humilation surrounding such a
crime.
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Supports Martin
Editor.
In my four years at Eastern, I have
had many disagreements with Dr.
Robert Martin over many policies at
this university.
I'm sure that there are many issues
that we still wouldn't see eye to eye on.
Bat I have a great deal of respect for
him.
Few men work as hard for what he
believes in than does Dr. Martin. His
capabilities and talents are clearly
visible on this campus. He is a man
who demands action and usually gets It.
On November 8th we elect a state
senator from this district. Dr. Martin is
a candidate and I urge your support for
him.
Hit presence in Frankfort would be
an asset for this university and a
positive force in keeping our tuition
low. He is in tune with several student
concerns and would be a powerful
.

i
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advocate for our views on the Senate
floor.
No matter who you support,
remember to vote. The most important
thing you can do for this naUon and
Kentucky is vote. And I believe that the
most important thing you can do for
Eastern is vote for Dr. Martin for state
senator.
MarkB.Glrard
712 Brockton

Setting
the record straight

Editor,
We, the following members of the
Principles & Problems of Coaching
Class, would like to set the record
straight.
*
Gene McLean in his last edition of
"High & Inside" reported that there
had been a class assignment to write
letters to the editor of the Progress expressing our feelings about the poor
coverage being given athletics on this
campus.

There was never an assignment
made In this class to write one letter to
the paper. The class as a whole
discussed the problem and after asking
Dr. Polvino if she thought they would
have an effect on the paper, we decided
to write letters and begin a petition expressing our feelings.
The letters and petition originated
from members of the class and never
was there the slightest implication of
either one of these ideas being an
assignment.
We also believe that there was not one
person 'forced' to sign the petition- but
if someone believes they were forced Into signing their name we would like
them to contact any of us and we will
remove their name promptly.
Sincerely,
Kathy Wilson
Box 429
McGregor Hall
And members of the Principles &
Problems of Coaching class

Thank you!f

i
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Editor,
The EKU Cheerleaders would like to
express their sincere appreciation to
the Progress, especially the sports
staff, for their efforts In support of the
pep rally and homecoming activities In
which they were involved.
We would also say thank you to the
student body who turned out in support
of the pep rally and football game as
well as the many Greek organizations
which supported us vocally and
financially.
Thank you—Alpha Kappa Alpha, Chi
Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta, Phi Mu,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kappa Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Delta Theta,
Omega Psi Phi, Kappa Alpha,
Delta Upsilon, Beta Theta Pi.
A special thanks to Skip Daughterly
and Dr. Smiley in the Chemistry
Bay* ....' Tmaak «»«i all so much
from each of the EKU Cheerleaders.
Thanks to Coach Kidd, his staff and the
football team on an exceDent game
which made all Homecoming activities
so extra successful.
Sincerely,
Don L. Calitri
Cheerleader Sponsor

I
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Editor,
I am a rape victim. I am also
a girl who thought that
Eastern's "campus is safe for
girls alone."
Two and a half years ago I
made the mistake of assuming
that a walk at night by myself
did not present any threat. After all, this is Richmond, Ky.
and not New York City.
Unfortunately, three men in a
pick-up truck were not informed that rape doesn't happen in towns like Richmond.
And I became the victim of a
hideous crime.
My rape was not reported. I
was a freshman in college,
away from home and extremely frightened and confused. I had put up no fight
because I thought that three
men with a gun and knife were
odds with which I couldn't
argue.
I had heard and read of the
treatment given to rape victims
by the police and courts, and I
had no desire to add more hurt
to that which I had already ex-

perienced.
I was even discouraged by a
policeman who advised me not
to report it because I had no
defense.
With these thoughts in mind,
I read the article in last week's
Progress that was headlined
"Security says rapes are few;
campus is safe for girls alone."
How can our campus be safe
if a girl is awakened in her
dorm with a man's hand over
her mouth, threatening "to do
mean things*' to her?
I have no desire to criticize
the protection provided by
Eastern's security. As a rape
victim, I understand the
trauma that rape brings and I
realize the threat of rape that
exists on our campus.
I simply wanted to share my
experience in the hope that
other girls will not make the
mistake that I did and think
that our "campus is safe for
girls alone."
Sincerely,
Stephanie BatLson
Box 258 Clay

^commenlerry

Say it with letters
terry taylor

Editor,
My name is Ray Riggs and I am an
inmate at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary, Eddyville, Ky. I am
writing you in the hope that you'll allow
me to express my desire for
correspondence through your paper.
Any person In prison has his or her
own personal reason for wishing to
correspond and I'd like to give you
mine. I want you to understand that
I'm not a con in need or a lonely heart,
and I have no hidden motives, no
schemes.
I simply want to keep pace with the
outside world, because that world
doesn't stop while I'm in here, so I have
to keep up and writing is the only
constant way that I have. I can't be
free, but I care about people and I want
for people to care about me.
I ask only for a degree of acceptance
and it's what I'm willing to give, an
open acceptance of people who need
only to be themselves. I'd like to have
friends, because I value that, the same
as anyone else does and maybe more.
I hope you'll consider my request
and accept it in the same sincerity with
which I've written it.
Sincerely,
Ray Riggs 30126
Box 128 4ch 446
Eddyville, Kentucky 42038

Letters policy
Letters to the editor are welcome. All
letters must be signed, less than «M
id include the address and
SVibber of the writer. Address all cirrespaaaeace to: Editor,
The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor,
Jones Building, EKU, Richmond, Ky.
«M7S.
Any member of the university community Interested la submitting a guest
opinion article to the Progress for
publication should contact the editor.

initiated to decrease the chance
Even one rape is too many.
Security says our campus is of last week's unfortunate insafe, but as the Oct. 17 rape in cident from ever happening
the music building proves, it again.
can and does happen here.
The Richmond general elecRape is a hard crime to anticipate.
But as much as tions are next Tuesday and
security and the administration local candidates say that the
hate to admit it, Eastern is not 1,293 students registered at the
immune from the type of in- campus precinct could play a
dividual capable of committing crucial role in the outcomes.
Probably students should
the singularly insulting crime
take
more interest in local ofof rape.
fices
than
they do. After all, we
A more terrifying and
have
committed
ourselves to at
humiliating violation of female
least
a
four
year
stay in
dignity can scarcely be
Madison
County
and
Richimagined. And the degradation
mond
politics
do
touch
student
of the physical act is intensified
by the lingering mental and activities.
We all are interested in
emotional scars left with the
police-student relationships,
victim and those closest to her.
for example and having a city
Because the following in- commission which is sensitive
vestigation of rape often tends to student needs in that area
to be accompanied with the not- could prove valuable at some
too-subtle insinuation that the time.
victim somehow brought her
Local candidates haven't
difficulty on herself, a shown too much interest in
challenge to her moral charac- courting the student vote,
however. There has been little
ter, they tend to stay quiet.
And because rape doesn't or no campaigning efforts exermake for good public relations cised on campus.
material, victims may feel
Perhaps that is the way tne
pressure from the University it- candidates would prefer. It
self to keep the matter hushed might be a disturbing thought
up.
to encourage student parThere are many reasons ticipation in the local elections
Eastern coeds walk alone at too much. Sure they are aware,
night. While they are on cam- as we all are, the student body
pus ^ANYWHERE, they must could "elect precisely the group
reasonably assur \l^*of their of candidates they wanted if
physical well-being.
they voted in a unified bloc.
The administration and
The idea is exciting, but
security should take more ac- unrealistic. It's hard enough to
tion now to insure safety in our generate interest in electing
classrooms and grounds. It is our own student representheir responsibility to see that* tatives, much less venturing inevery possible measure be to "real world" politics.
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Halloween
hooligans
Campus bustled with Halloween
hi-jinks as the spirit spooked
kids of every age. Two faculty
children accept goodies at a
Panhellenic sponsored party,
left, while the big kids
celebrate at J. Sutter's Mill, far
left, and the Halloween bash,
right, in the grill. A seasonal
scarecrow, below, lounges in
Clay Hall cafeteria.
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In Nov. 8 elections

58 candidates compete
for local, state positions
By SHARON BLEVINS
Staff Writer
Fifty-eight candidates will
be seeking various political
offices in the upcoming
Madison County general
elections, Tuesday, Nov. 8.

State Senator 22nd District
Democrat Robert R. Martin,
Richmond
Republican James C. Murphy,
Richmond
Representative 81st District
Democrat Dwight Wells,
Richmond
Republican Duffy L. Ford Jr.,
Richmond

KBA Hall
to locate
on campus

The Kentucky Broadcasting
Association has selected
Eastern Kentucky University
as the site of its Hall of Fame,
according to Jim Harris,
Jailer
chairman of the Department
Democrat Bettie Ols, Rich- of Mass Communications.
mond
Harris said it will contain
pictures of past KBA
presidents and award winners
Property Valuation
and memorabilia of Kentucky
Administrator
Broadcasting. Harris asked
Democrat Tommy M. Smith,
that pictures and materials
Richmond
fitting for the Hall of Fame be
addressed to him.
Coroner
Democrat Embry Curry,
Richmond

According to C.S. Wagers,
county clerk, Madison County
is comprised of 45 precincts.
These precincts are further
subdivided into 16 located in Non-Partisan Judicial Ballot
the city of Richmond, five in (25th Judicial District)
the city of Berea and the
Magistrate District IV
First division
remaining precincts stationed William T. Jennings, Rich- Democrat
Edwood
S.
Chenault, Richmond
in the county.
mond
Republican Glenn Roberts,
The canidates for state Second division
Berea
senator, non-partisan Judicial Guy K. Duerson Jr., Paint
offices,
county
judge- Lick
Constable District IV
executive, county attorney, George William Robbins, Democrat Carlyle Oliver
county clerk, sheriff, Jailer, Richmond
property valuation
adNon-Partisan Mayor Ballot
Third division
ministrator and coroner will
Virgil
McWhorter
appear on voting machines in John Paul Moore, Winchester James C. Todd
Paul
E.
Fagan,
Richmond
all precincts in the county,
explained Wagers.
Commii»loners, city of RichCounty Judge-Executive
However, candidates for Democrat Harold Kirby, mond (vote 4)
Robert R. Blythe
state
representative, Richmond
magistrate and constable will Republican John E. Stipes Jr., Constance Lawson
William H. Strong
appear only on the voting Richmond
Marshall F. McAninch
machines located hi their
Monty Joe Lovell
respective districts, added
Dr. Fred L. Ballou Jr.
County Attorney
Wagers.
Candidates for
mayor and commissioners, Democrat Thomas J. Smith Dr. G.L. Thompson
Claude K. Smith CPA >
city of Richmond, will appear III, Richmond
on the voting machines in
Richmond. The candidates
County Clerk
for mayor and councilmen, Democrat Charles S. Wagers,
city of Berea, will appear Richmond
only on the voting machines
located in the city of Berea.
Sheriff
Listed below are the can- Democrat
Nolan
Gene
didates as they will appear on Winkler, Richmond
the University students' Republican Harold K Botner,
ballot:
Waco

(•M* by STEVE BROWN I

(Note: there are several
other candidates running in
Madison County's other three
districts and other precincts
but the above ballot will apply
only to those students
registered to vote on campus. .
Polls open at 6 a m Nov. 8 and
close at 6 p.m. in Burnam
Hall's basement)

people poll

Do you feel that the campus is safe
for girls alone after dark ?

IPIMU.

by STEVE MOWN)

•

"It's yes and no. I've been
walking late at night before
and there's been nobody on
campus at all. And some
places are really kind of
scary."

"I don't believe a girl is safe.
There are a lot of different
people that come around from
the town that can't be trusted.
I would advise a girl to be with
someone at night."

"I do think they are safe if
they are prepared to go out
after dark. If they don't feel
safe, they shouldn't go out."

Kathy Hollon, 20, junior

Randy Cox, 23, senior

Liz Smitheri, 18, freshman

"Yeah, I really do think
they're safe. I run a lot at
night.
I've never seen
anything that would bother a
girl at night."

Terry Clarke, 18, sophomore
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Money's Worth Sale
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: Bring this ad In for your

:*

: Free Rags & Britches T-shirty
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Cut This Menu Out
For Your Late .iipht Snacks
Sandwiches
Ham
Rout Beef
Corned Beed-Kosber
Salami
Bologna
Chicken Salad
Ham Salad
Pimento Cheese

JS

J8
1.2S

M
M
.75
.7 5
75

M

Extra—Dressed
Cheese
Hot Peppers
Tana toe

Mr.

••T
.M
.88

Snapp's

| DRINKS:
J Milk plain or Choc.
■ l.fianailr
■ Coke-Orange-Sprite

.40
.35

J orMr.Pibb
■
I
I
■

Sai-\ge and Biscuits 3 for $1
Country Ham and Biscuits .35 each
Cakes tor all occaskms-Order
Today for Tomorrow.

I

hi

■ B-DRF.SSF.D
S&
Med
Mr.J>. rm
1.50
L75
Roast Beef
1.80
Corned Beef
L8S
Salads (Home made)
Tossed
.88
SBean
.88
Potato
. .30
Macaroni
.38
Chips

each or SO* a dram

FREE DELIVERY 623-2583

s

LARGE

$

s
s
s
s
I
s

2.88
2.88

v

at*

*%•*
1.88

LARGE*

Jacket & Jeans
25% off

.58
.88
JO

ss
$

m

Male: Khaki & Black Trim
100% cotton Jacket & Slacks
Special this week Reg. 36.00
Now 27.00
.38
.48
.38
.88
.08

.187.28

->»r;

s
s
J

Bakery

All types of
PASTRIES * FRESH BREADS
Brownies
Cream Horns
Chicago Specials
Cookies
Apple turnovers

S

<#

Garland Jetts

ii

AH Women
3 piece Suits,
igr Corduroy %j
25% off

s
s
s
s
s
s

$
Ti^T In
S»!
Sale 9 00 9 00 9 00
Houis 5 30 8 00 ■no

.*»

ALL SALES FINAL

YoungEdwardian
100% Cotton SuedeJumpsuit, Color Med.
Blue Special this week
Reg.4fc0Q Now 30.00

$
$
$
!
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Dr. Donald Bodley
'Excellent' teacher feels students and profs
should be 'partners in the learning process'
By SARAH WARREN
Feature Editor
The gray beard and the
monogramed initials on his
cuffs made Dr. Donald
Bodley, professor of real
estate,
look
ever
so
distinguished, as he sat typing
on a computer terminal in his
office.
He had a refined manner,
one which gave the impression
he had seen the world and
managed to capture some of
its wisdom. But he was also
natural and uninhibited, traits
that would make it easy for
students to relate to him.
The special relationship
Bodley does seem to share
with students, along with his
many accomplishments in the
College of Business, caused
him to be awarded the
"Excellence in Teaching
Award" for the College of

Business for the academic
year 1976-77.
A recipient of this award,
selected by faculty, students
and alumni, has received the
highest honor the University
can bestow upon a faculty
member.
No one who knows Bodley
would argue the fact that
besides being a successful
teacher, he is also a friend to
his students. His office and his
home are usually full of
students, some with problems,
but most there just to visit.
"I'm always available to
students," said Bodley. "I
think that is the real role of a
university professor."
His definition of a good
relationship between students
and teachers is one where both
are "partners in the learning
process."
He said if a student is failing
one of his classes, he feels It Is

STARTS' PRIRAV,
SIDNEY

his own fault as well as the
student's.
"I do everything I possibly
can to make them pass,"
he said, because he feels this
is his task as a professor.
It is also the job of the
professor, according to
Bodley, to see that the student
receives practical knowftdae
in his field, besides learning
what he can from books.
"It has been my theory that
a student leaving the
University should leave not
with just a diploma but a
marketing skill," he said.
Bodley said he tries to
stimulate to a great degree
what "real world involvement" is like by teaching
from his own experiences.
Before coming here to
teach, Bodley had extensive
experience in real estate
marketing and development
consulting. He worked with

mmn i

DILI.

JAMES EARI.

POITIER COSBY JONES

major builders and developers programs. "We're really just
in 40 different states and in now getting involved," he
said.
Canada.
He has addressed many
local, state and national
gatherings of the National
Apartment Association,
National Association of Home
Builders and the National
Association of Realtors.
Bodley is recognized as one
of the top three real estate
consultants in the country by
the
Real Estate
and
Marketing Association, the
National Home Builders and,
said Bodley, with a smile,
"last but not least, my
clients."
Since
he
became
chairholder and professor of
real estate here in 1975,
Bodley has built the real
estate program from an
Associate of Arts Degree
curriculum with 39 students to
the present program of over
32^ students who are either
majoring or getting their
Masters Degrees in real
estate.

•We (the College of
Business) are constantly
updating and redefining our
programs." he said. So far,
"We have been very successful in placing graduates."
Bodley said the University's
philosphy toward preparing
students for careers encouraged him to come here
after he had already retired In
1972 as a consultant.
"The thing that impressed
me about Eastern," said
Bodley, "was what Dr. Robert
Martin said and I quote: 'We
preserve the intellectual integrity of our university while
fostering a career oriented
program of education.' "

In the near future, according to Bodley, the College
of Business will improve by
offering students work experience through interftstlfp

Bodley is also doing things
to help students before they
graduate and begin a career.
He acts as an off-campus
housing coordinator, helping
students and faculty to find
housing. He is also faculty
advisor for the Theta Chi
fraternity.
Bodley said he gets involved
because he feels the main role
of the University is to serve
students, not to serve itself
"That's what education is
all about," he said.

TowHe Cinema

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
623-8884

The Phenomenon o) 1977 Continues To Be The
Phenomenon of Richmond & All

Madison County

NOW SHOWING

Two Shows-7 & 9:30 P.M.

"The Year's Best Movie

Dr. Donald Bodley, a professor of real
available to students is onTonn7im£Zi
estate, began his teaching career injjjnfc__ roles for a University professor
room srliooltHni.se He believes that being

FLICKS

UniV6R/ITY FIUT) /ERIE/

The Unli rrsli> Film Scries movlrs will be presented in Pearl Kurhaaan
Theatre, Keen Johnson Building, seven nights per week al 7:3*. Admission is
ll.oo The movies are intended lor EKU students, (acuity and stall. Films
are not open to the public.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
NOVEMBER^

FREEBIE AND THE BEAN
,I

PGNBM

•:

star Wart T-Shirts Available at
Towne Cinema and KTP

BUCCANEER
ADULT
9Mf T POITHII - IIU COSBY - JAMfS EARI JONES "A MB 011 MM
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DRIVE-IN
I U.S. 25 North

ENTERTAINMENT

Now Showing-Ends Sunday

NOVEMBER 4 5 6

««« McCABE & MRS. MILLER

WARREN BEATTY. JILIE CHRISTIE WARNER BROTHERS
DIRECTED by ROBERT ALTMAN COLOR;
120 minutes
(Color)
warren Heatry stars as the frinled, small-time gambler whose business Is
bringing pleasure to a wild western hamlet. Julie Christie stars as the frizzled, hard-nosed madamc who coerces him Into setting her up la business and
splitting the profits.

SIDNEY POITIER. BILL COSBY. HARRY BELAFONTE
WARNER BROTHERS: DIRECTED by SIDNEY POITIER

LAST HALLOWEEN SHE
SCARED YOU TO DEATH!
Now she's back
TO DO IT AGAIN!

COLOR: 104 Minutes

Harry Belafonte Is the black versioa of the The Godfather in this hilarious
antlc-fllled movie. Zany Bill Cosby and Sidney PoMler are robbed of a lottery
ticket worth WO.oao To regain It. they call on private detective Richard
pryor. The laughs keep rolling as the entire cast. Including flip Wilson and
Cuvta Lockhart, each try to outmaoeuver the other.

** RICHMOND DRIVE IN ••
4 Miles South On US 25

Friday Sat. Sun. 7:15 p.m.

Hack Sunday is the one movie
that you must see this yearr

Even theSweathogs
wouldn't believe this class!

CARP'E

ULLICARR s-o-nngin SCHOOL DAYS '
AOANJAFILM •(•STMANCOLOR
BO "ULASfO BY CINEMA SHAMS MTERIttTIONAl DISTRIBUTION CORPOMIiON

Plus 2nd Adult Feature

If you've got ataste for terror...take Carrie to the prom.
4PAUlM(MSH^.,:^BRIANDePAlMA:

-"CARRIE"
'-,,
.
*
^SBSYSWCEK
-'
JOHN TRAVOLTA • ^ PIPER LAURIE sc.^.-.^ t> LAWRENCE D COHEN •
Ba^ on me nee r. STEPHEN KING - p-oo^r t. WUL MONASJi- -e;« ^ BRIAN OePALMA
IHJHaTMCTtl-O-

W--^"-.«-.~»,c*
Candy CkHord
rVaoucadbyNAAlHartg
Oaciad by Rosi Mayan
rVooWxxby W»o»» Osnt >
Owvs "C-j«isc5»»0«At«>.a|i[*sf

SUSAN Jusro .SJO» Maaiowf
MANOV CnANOtf ••■.ANC * *■«
ANDASTtO IOOMOOOM kYtX

United Artists
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L

arm
Butter soft
leather. I asruoned
for today's
leisure life
styles.

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED by HAL BARTLETT

November 8,9,10
UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT

At 8:00 I 10 00

ms

November 7
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL
114 Minutes
"Perfectly magnKlclent photography Is so stunning It Immediately
establishes a sensativr tenure lora simple story..."
Howard thompson
New York Times
A parable of freedom starring an altruistic rebellions gull searching for
self-fulfillment. He envisions a world In which everyone can fulfill hb potential by experimenting to fly higher and faster than any gull before him. This,
to his flock is strange and a threat to their status quo. However, at another
level of ezbtence he learns how to achieve the best he is capable
of—phytkally, emotionally and spiritually. Based oo the novel by Richard
Bock. The outstanding musical score Is compoied and sung by smash recordlng artlsl Nell Diamond.
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Vote
November 8!

From

Ken-Car
Clothing & Shoes
Ph. 623-2341
^owntown Richmond J

FIB! FI..-MTE AT
PEHY IMNCHEI
RESTAURANT
Esst.cn », fass. Rkhmand

A FOUR FEATURE
FILM CLASSIC!..
• 7:10 »M. m 2:30 AM. RARE
MOVIES OVER tO YEARS BACK'
IN STEREO SOUND ON OUR
TWO-WAY
SCREEN'
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Like playing with fire

Cozad believes that ignorance
of fire science 'might kill you'
ByJOHNSCHLTTE
SUft Writer
A mischievous grin spread
beneath his black moustache
as he spoke of fire bombs and
assorted other explosive
devices.
His knowledge of incendiary
skills would qualify him to
lead the fiercest group of
revolutionaries to successful
conquest.
But that would not suit
either F Dale Cozad's personality or his intelligence
He is not a frustrated
pyromaniac, but head of the
Department
of
Fire
Prevention and Control.
Cozad, in his third year at
the University, has a wide
background of education and
employment which he feels is
a boon to his current position.
Though he never finished
high school, Cozad acquired
his diploma throught the GED
test after working at several
jobs ranging from a job on a
tuna boat to semi-pro
baseball.
After attending Knox
College in Illinois, Cozad
worked for the Galesburg Fire
Department, continued his
education at the University of
Illinois and later in Michigan
before being lured here with
the opportunity to originate a
fire science program.
Cozad said he hopes his
program will benefit not just
the students enrolled in fire
science programs but the
general public as well.
"What we do is prepare preservice students for fire
prevention and fire service in
public and private businss
and, of course, we are dealing
in areas of life safety and
public protection," he said.
Most fires are results of

ignorance or carelessness locate the blaze.
Cozad said. His program is
"We couldn't find the fire
designed to result in a "fire- and he left without telling me
safe, fire-conscious world," he when his air ran out. I spent a
explained.
lot of time trying to find him,
"We want to make people and somehow I got into a big
aware of what they can do for walk-in closet thinking it was
their own safety. It's not a a hallway," Cozad said.
case of what you don't know
Cozad could not get out
won't hurt you, it's a case of "until the alarm went off on
what you don't know might kill my air pack," signalling that
you," Cozad noted.
he was out of air.
As examples, Cozad menThen he rolled over on his
tioned several hazards which back and kicked the door down
can be found in almost any with his boots and crawled
household.
along the floor trying to find
"Things people store in their air.
kitchens, anything that is an
"Just as I thought I had all I
oxidizer, like bleaches, that could take I felt a curtain and
happens to get mixed with a jumped out the window, right
substance like brake fluid or over a crew that was coming
anti-freeze, can ignite spon- in to get me.
taneously. Wet charcoal, as it
"I landed in a dog pen that
dries, can explode. Mowed hadn't been cleaned in years,"
grass stored in plastic bags Cozad
said
somewhat
can generate enough heat to disgustedly," and that's when
melt the container," he said. I said, 'Coz, there's got to be a
For fire science students better way to make a living
these examples may be than this.' "
basic,but Cozad said he feels
Although Cozad enjoys
future firefighters "have got relating the sometimes
to know a little bit abut humorous side of his
everything, about living," to firefighting career, he is quick
be successful.
to point out the seriousness of
"We are not training them his job and the problems
to do open-heart surgery with which exist on campus.
a pocket knife," he said, "but
Cozad said campus dorm
you must be strong and have construction is as safe as
the mentality to work under anywhere in relation to other
pressure or you end up dying schools, but problems arise
in a fire someplace."
because students don't realize
An experience in which possible consequences of some
Cozad had to draw upon his of their actions.
own knowledge and ability to
Cozad cited garbage in
cope under pressure is one exits, overloaded outlets, false
reason he decided to switch alarms and empty exfrom being a firefighter to tinguishers as the most
training others how to do it. common problems here.
Cozad, wearing a 30 minute
Students should "get
air pack and another man respect for fire extinguishers
wearing a 15 minute pack and not play with them," he
entered a
smoke-filled said.
building in an attempt to
According to Cozad, this

type of respect would coincide
with his theory of fire
prevention as opposed to fire
protection.
"If you do a good job of fire
prevention you don't need fire
protection," he said.
Cozad helped develop many
fire science programs around
the
country,
including
organization of the first such
program at Wayne State
University in Detroit, Mich.
He is pleased with the
progress of the program here.
"We're the only campus
with a four year degree in the
state and one of only 14 in the
country." Cozad said.

iptHMo k) ST>:\ K BKOWNI

Leaf relief
The reading material apparently couldn't compete with the
comfortable cushion of fall leaves for this student, who took a
few moments out for a quick snooze. Rather than disturb an

The main hindrance to
Cozad in developing the
program is a lack of muchneeded special facilities, he
said.
"We need smeplace to burn
indoors,
some
explosion
chambers and such, not what
Applications for the $150
you'd normally have on a William H. Knapp Scholarship
college campus," Cozad ex- for the spring 1978 semester
plained.
are available in Cammack
He said he is optimistic that 145.

r

Scholarship
applications
available

lab facilities will become a
reality in the near future, and
said the administration is
"doing its best to get it for us;
that's one reason I came here,
I was getting pretty good
support" for the expansion of
the program.

The class is quizzed each
week on current events
contained in news broadcasts
and newspapers.
Soifce of the fabricated
answers...pardon me, make
that
'educated
guesses"...might be worthy of
note, if only. for their
ingenuityAsked "Why is the Shah of

Iran in the news today?" Most
class members knew it was
because of the assassination
attempt on his sister's life.
One class member was
unaware of this however, and
venured that perhaps "he's
added a new member to his
harem."
Everyone (?) could identify
Clark Clifford as being legal
counsel in the Bert Lance
controversy. But one class
member felt sure, "Clark
Clifford is Clark Kent in
drag."
The naming of VW's Diesel
Rabbit as most economical
car of the year escaped one
student, who replied that the
Diesel Rabbit was in the news
because, "it's a rabbit that
can chew its way through darn
near anything."
When University of Kentucky Coach Fran Curci
became Coach Jf The Week,
the exam question read,
"Fran Curci has been named One student filled in the

blank with "a turkey."
And a "bull market," wrote
one student not too versed in
economics, is "a place where
only male cattle are sold."

R

a

d
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Connia Smith, Shiala Fergmon

Michelle Uohnart.

Eddie and Nancy Wray

The HAIRMASTERS SALON
AND SKIN
CARE CENTER
218 S PORTER DRIVE
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475 TEL. 623 3651

Cozad is chairman of the
college section of the International Society of College
Service Instructors and was
responsible for the International Fire Science Training
Association manuals being
distributed on campus. He
proofreads
books
and
manuscripts for national
publishers, besides writing
some of his own.

EKU STUDENT SPECIAL
Vi LB. T-Bono
Large Baked Potato Texas Toast
Plus all the salad you can eat
from our 35 item Salad Bar

$059
^U

<"S- '3.59)

ICoupon good Mon. Thurs. 11:00 A.M. to Closing

Open Sun Thursl 100 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m
Free refills on Soft Drinks, Tea, and Coffee
Bring this coupon in for discount

The class is taught by Carol
Wright, who has been known
to be alternately amused and
at wits end over the "educated
guesses."

BONANZA
EASTERN BY-PASS

Hours:
Tuai

10 a.m. to 6 p m

Wad. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

China

Thurt. 10 a.m. to C p.m.

Trophies

Fri. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. • a.m. to 2 a.m.

ur»«

,
'

Phone
623-1723

1507 East Main Street
Next door to C&C Bargin Barn

Just Arrived
All New Gift Line

We have the Jewelry
To match the Jeans

BOBBY JACKS STYLE SHOP

Engraving Silver
Crystal Pewter

Free Gift Wrapping

142 North Second St.

Downtown

€

Bring this ad with
you for a free shampoo
NO APPOIf

Eastern Kentucky
Entertainment

e
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Quizzes are a laughing matter
By PAT SCHWEITZER
Staff Writer
"Ugh. Another exam."
Sound familiar? Exams are
an inescapable part of
university life. Admittedly,
they do not always rank in the
top ten of students'^ favorite
activities.
However, the students in an
Advanced Newswriting class
this semester are finding
some humor in quizzes that
are a part of the course.
The questions may not be
too hilarious, but some of the
answers...well, we'll leave it
up to you to decide.

P
R R
O

Psychology majors with a
3.0 GPA, eligible for
graduation in May or August
1978 and established financial
need must have applications
turned in by Nov. 15.

obviously peaceful slumber, photographer Steve Brown
snapped the shot, then left him to his nap.
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and
^SUNSHINE PRESENT

STEREO 101.7
Every
Wednesday Night
.Matt Paul
hosts

"Bluegrass

SUV. NOV. 6 8 P.M.
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
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LEXINGTON CENTER'S
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Christian Drama Group
8:00 p.m.. Thursday. Nov. 10 $1.50
Newman Center
Sponsored by EKU Campus Ministry
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Input
Almost half of academic departments
utilize students in making decisions
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Staff Writer

pholo by D A VE CHESNUT i

Two for the tune
Matt Toftness, left, freshman music major and Carl Kamplums, freshman business major, compare musical notes
during a sunny afternoon last week. With fall weather

providing perfect temperatures for outdoor activities, many
students pass time away in the ravine,

Question:

Where in Richmond can

you find not only NEWEST Releases?
But EVERY Release By Zepplin, Kansas.
Skynyrd, Eagles, Prine, Springsteen, ZZ Top,
Buffett, Browne, Doobies, Aerosmith,
Pure Prairie League . . . etc.
ANSWER.

recordsmith

Approximately SO per cent
of the University's academic
departments utilize student
input when making departmental decisions.
According to a survey of 40
of the SO departments, student
within larger departments are
more likely to have the opportunity for formal participation than those in smaller departments.
The survey, that included
interviews with 40 department
chairpersons, showed larger
departments (those with ten
or more faculty members)
had more student input than
the smaller departments
(those with less than ten
faculty members.)
The smaller departments
used more informal input
methods. Everlena Holmes,
chairperson of the Medical
Records Department, said
because the number of
students in the department is
relatively small, informal
input is "excellent."
Twenty-one per cent of those
surveyed appointed students
to participate in regular
faculty meetings.
Thirty-three per cent of the
department chairpersons
said faculty evaluation is
strongly recommended.
Student opinions were listed
as very important by a
majority of the chairpersons.
Paulina Sloan, chairperson of
the Associate Degree Nursing
Program said, "I feel student
input is extremely important
in this department."
The Associate Degree
Nursing Department
presently has two representatives on the Curriculum,

Academic Affairs and Faculty
Committees. '
These students, as in many
other departments, are
selected by the club which
involves students of that
department.
According to Dr. Betty
Powers, chairperson of the
Home Economics Department,
the
student
organizations for home
economic majors provide
substantial information for
the faculty concerning student
views. Both local chapters of
the
American
Home
Economics Association and
the Phi U (home economics
honorary) elect representatives for the Curriculum and
Honorary Practices Committees.
The
Department
of
Anthropology, Sociology and
Social Work also receives
input from members of the
departmental student
organizations, according to
Dr. Vance Wisenbaker, department chairperson.
Several departments have
devised special methods' to
incorporate student opinions.
These methods are sometimes
used in place of student
committee representatives.
However, in some departments these special methods
are used along with student
representative input.
A special method utilized by
the Department of Military
Science is a technique of
building good student-faculty
relationships. This method,
department chairperson Colonel Charles Phillips said,
includes a meeting of ail
junior and senior students
with the faculty each
semester.

Let
jourselfgo
> Pizza Hut.

MARANATHA
Thursday - Nov. 3
meeting in Powell Bldg.

Buffet

Conference Rm. A
at 7 p.m.

Every Week Day

_

ALL THE PIZZA Pasta and Salad
You Can Eat tAiQ

Jesus said:
"1 am the way. the truth, and the life no one comes to
the Father but he me.
John 14:6

Dial A
Bible
Moment

624-2427
IT PAYS TO
DONATE PLASMA
Ben

Help yourself financially while
helping others medically.
Payment paid for each plasma
donation. Come by or call

WANTED RIDERS
SUNSHINE
' STABLES
6 miles west of Richmond

j Trail Rides
jHayridgs,

Group Rates

For Only ^
Children Under 12
15 Cents Per Year of Age
"There are a Lot of Good Thingi
Under Our Roof"

Mon. through Fn. 11 am to I pm

Ihere&no
stopping until
ymfre thnmgh.

^Boarding
Telephone:

313 E. Short
LEXINGTON

252-5586
7:30 4:00

St.

"Music for living and
dying" will be the topic of a
seminar Nov. 19, to be held as
part of Project Discovery of
the National Committee, Arts
for the Handicapped.
The Department of Music is
a co-sponsor of the event
starting at 8:30 a.m. in the
Foster Music Building.
The seminar will feature
Deanna K. Edwards of Normal, 111., as guest therapist.
She is the composer of the
music and performer for two

624-1072

_ Bamboo Gordon a
CHINESE RESTAURANT

REGULAR DINNER BOX

Parties & Reservations
WELCOME
Daily Lunch
Special

,,
'

s

79

SWEET & SOUR DUCK
-■•■•..«

•

-

•

-

•

Carry-Out available.

PHONE 623-2652
PPER S VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
Ntit To Bif K

ALL DAY
GOOD ONIY WHMf YOU SH TW *149 POSTM

K«ntidc¥ fried Ckicktn

is important because "it lets
us (the faculty members)
know about problems we don't
see."
The Department of Mass
Communications has three
student-elected representatives who attend all faculty
meetings.
These students
each have one vote, Harris
explained.
Sixteen of the 40 department
chairpersons interviewed
said students were invited
to faculty meetings. The other
24 chairpersons said the
faculty meetings were closed.
Wisenbaker said total
faculty meetings were closed
to students because of varying
degrees of interest.
A
department with three different majors poses different
problems, Wisenbaker said.
The student may not be as
interested in what happens in
one area as much as the area
in which he is involved.
"Students are not the D«ST
qualified to judge a foreign
language program," said Dr.
Charles Nelson, chairperson
of the foreign Languages Department. According to Nelson, this is the reason they
are not invited to faculty
meetings of the department.
Dr. Russell Enzie, chairperson of the Psychology Department,
said psychology
students are invited to attend
faculty meetings, "but none
come."
All department chairpersons
questioned agreed an opendoor policy is one of the most
effective ways to obtain
student input.
In discussing the open-door
policy, Nelson said, "We
probably have a better opendoor policy than any department."
Dr. Gene Burton, Department of Business Administration chairperson said facultystudent relations are extremely Important.
These
relations, Burton said, are
developed through an effective open-door policy.
English Department chairperson Dr. John Long said
good ideas come from informal
meetings
with
students.
"They are informal kinds of infuence, but it
is very important."

Music for living, dying
topic of Nov.19 seminar

Lessons
Horses for Sale

Come try our ^

PLASMA DERIVATIVESJINTC.

Freshman and sophomore
students, Phillips said, are
involved in a counseling service. Each freshman and
sophomore meets with a
faculty member to discuss
problems and ideas the
students may have.
Through this
special
method, Phillips said, "We got
to know the students and what
is on their minds."
A special method utilized by
the Economics Department
involves questioning past
graduates.
Dr. Donald
Shadoan, department chairperson, said past graduates
are asked to give their
opinions concerning the effectiveness of the department's curriculum.
Shadoan
said,
"Past
graduates give the best input"
because the have been out in
the job field.
In the Department of
Elementary Education, a
method
of questioning
students is also used.
According to Dr. Alfred
Norris, department chairperson, graduating seniors are
asked to complete an extensive questionnaire about the
program."
This questionnaire, Morris
said, provides beneficial information for the department.
Student input was a major
concern of all department
chairpersons.
Ann Algier
chairperson of the department
of Learning Resources said,
"We have to be receptive to
change and to what the
students need."
Dr. Edward Hess, chairperson of the Department of
Biological Sciences, said his
department presently has two
advisory commitees.
The
graduate and the undergraduate student committees are both composed Of
three students elected by
biology majors.
These students are free to
participate
in
faculty
meetings and each committee
of three students has one vote.
"I think this department has
one of the oldest standing
student advisory committees
in the University," said Hess.
Department of
Mass
Commnications chairperson
Jim Harris said student input

»* co«,ni... *

albums on death and dying.
She has conducted workshops
throughout America on the
subject.
Project
Discovery
is
presenting four seminars this
year at Eastern of interest to
teachers and prospective
teachers of the handicapped.
Dr. Arthur W. Harvey,
Kentucky chairman of Arts
for the Handicapped, asked
that people wanting more
details on these programs to
contact him at the Music
Department.

•»■■
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A century later

Study now, sleep later,
remember more on tests

Long lost pendulum
returned to library
BY TAMARA BENGE
the USS Constitution.
Staff Writer
During that voyage the ship
A long lost relic of Central wrecked and sunk and the
University has been returned pendulum was thought to be
to the campus and is now on lost at sea forever.
display at the Dorris Museum
Months later, the University
in the Crabbe Library.
received notice that it had
After nearly 100 years of been recovered and was on its
wandering, the sine pendulum way home.
was returned to its original
Nevertheless, it was not to
home,in 1974.
reach its destination for years
Invented by the late Thomas to come.
W. Tobin, professor of physics
Due to exposure to salt
at Central University, the 100 water, it was sent to Cinyear old pendulum was used to cinnati to be restored. From
measure the angle of the earth there it went to be displayed
rotation at a given time.
at Frankfort.
Astronomers, mathemaf r According to Jane Munson,
ticians and scholars from curator of the museum, when
across the world came here to Central University ceased to
observe Tobin's device.
be, it was lost and finally
The Kentucky delegation turned up at the University of
sent the pendelum to the Kentucky.
Munson said it probably
1979 International Exposition.
It concluded after five months appeared at the University of
ana the sine pendulum was on Kentucky when the equipment
its way to the Paris Obser- at the old Central University
vatory for experiments by was divided up among the
French astronomers.
other colleges in the state.
From there the pendulum
Dr. J.G. Black, retired
began its voyage home aboard professor of physics at the

Are you the kind of student
who usually studies hard
before going to bed, or the
kind who goes to bed, sets the
alarm for five or six o'clock
and then crams? If you're a
pre-sleep studier, GI.AMOUR
Magazine reports you may be
getting better grades as a
result of your study habits
than someone who does the
work afterward.
Recent research into sleep
and study habits shows that
sleep prior to study disrupts
memory significantly, unless
considerable waking time is
allowed before digging into
the material you want to
learn. The shorter the period
of sleep that precedes the

University "happened to be at
U.K., looking in their store
room.
According to Munson, the
uninformed
attendants
thought it was a piece of junk
and Black told them after
looking at it closely it was the
"lost sine pendulum that
belongs at Eastern."
On the contrary, the sine
pendulum is not a piece of
junk. - When performing its
function, according to Munson, the pendelum will move
when it is sitting at an angle.
Fr^rh that angle Munson
said a needle at the top of the
pendulum points to a
measurement and "with that
number you deduct what the
angle Is.
"Its a mathematical formula and that was what was
so important about it. It was a
revolutionary thing.
"It's interesting," said
Munson, "because somebody
from Eastern did it and it was
considered a very unusual
invention for its time."

%udi
BIG BOY
Delivery's —
5 p.m. 11:30 p.m.
Phone 623-4100
Eastern By-Pass

and staff should submit items
directly to the Division of
Public Information by noon on
that date.
Copy deadline for the Nov. 28
FYI is Wednesday, Nov. 16.
The same times as above apply.

- WEDDINGS
•
•

, •

• GRADUATIONS • PORTRAITS
COMPOSITES
JOB & PASSPORT

■■FOR THE FINEST "» AfNMJ^SW

• IB*

623-3145
Jim Cox Studio
218 Porter Drive
(Behind Jerry's)

Attention should be given
these deadlines to insure that
all announcements may be included in FYI.

Vote November,8th

Richmond. Ky.

PORTRAITS

No FYI Nov. 22
Due to Thanksgiving
vacation beginning Nov. 22,
(noon for students and 4:30
p.m. for faculty-staff), FYI will
not be published that week.
However, items pertaining to
events of Nov. 21-22 will be included in the Nov. 14 FYI.
Student organizations are
requested to submit items to
the Office of Student Activities
and Organizations by 10 a.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 9. Faculty

studying, the more this sleep
disrupts learning. Sleeping
four hours or less was found to
be highly disturbing to
memory; sleeping six hours
disturbed it less.
Researchers aren't exactly
sure how sleep disturbs the
memory process, but they
believe it might involve
hormones. In laboratory tests
on mice, the hormone
somatotrophin, produced
naturally during sleep,
severely affected the memory
of mice injected with it.
If you have a test to study
for, study first instead of
putting it off until the next
morning. Better grades might
be your reward.

After a voyage across, and then a stay under the Atlantic Ocean,
this sine pendulum has returned to its original home.
_V

4

1
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Tops this season,
the cowled blouson.

Stake
your claim ...

*

3

Special 5.99

CO

Top your sports duds with a
nifty cowl sweater that
converts to a hood Great
blouson shaping, flare sleeves
Acrylic S.M.L.

Serving You Better
withOur New Main Office Facility
A comfortable, modem facility with a
friendly, relaxed atmosphere

Complete banking Services

Shop daily

Checking Accounts
Safety Deposit Boxes
Lsasaa For Every Need

9:30 to 5:30

and sow

Fri. 9:30 to 8:30

Savings Accounts
Trust Department
Travelers Checks

food, refreshment and fun.
FREE Dance Lessons Each
Wednesday Night from 8:00 p.m.

24-Hour Banking

Three Convenient Locations

Sat. 9:30 to 6:00

Big Hill Avenue

Main Office

until 10:00 p.m.
E. Main St.,
Richmond, Kentucky

Eastern By Pass

The

Sun. 1:30 to 5:30

*

«

Phone 623-2884
IlisilirrJ.I.C.

LUNCH

JCPenney

SPECIAL

"Need new
wipers? Do It

s

|ornaio«

yourself
and save!"
If your windshield wipers hove been
"smearing" your viaw lately, don't woit until that
first slushy winters night—replace your wiper
blades today with our eosy-to-install quality
refills. Sizes available to fit all cars and light
trucks.

ANCO WIPER BLADES

*****
or

Givenchy, a well known name in Ihe fashion
worjd is now known in fashion eyewear also. The two
French girls pictured above in a Paris cafe are wearing
two of the many Givenchy frames that we carry at all
l
. of our eight, Kentucky locations.
J\

At

DEPENDABLE AUTO
463 Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass

623-4260

623-4280

\

-

TINDER- KRAUSS -TINDER
YOUR
INDEPENDENT
OPTICIAN

MAIN STREET

RICHMOND LEXINGTON DANVILLE FRANKFORT MOREMEAD

~B&

1H0PI*1
WITH DINNER RCXL

HP
AND SALAD BAR

11 A.M. TO 4 P.M. MON. THRU SAT.
SOUTHLAND DR.

*;

- 3 LOCATIONS
RUSSELL CAVE RD.

'
RICHMOND, KY,

PONDEROSA
SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE D^

■■■
Page 8
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yiwaafe\Ki BQgggffi.

JOSKo sumo
W FCON1AIN
\\HIL:

-L-WHINC

,

XN\ PIS6ED! POO. ^IX
|WHOLb V/kErO I HME
2>EEM SPEKCMrJt- tAY
TIKAE C.HA5IN& THE

a TUKT
STUPID r\RTiST,
HE'S GO1N6 TO
FORTH IS.

R-VIM^ INTO

/\

PILE;

OF TCCTHPftSTB. SOD^I

3ISC0S/E.R HOu) SHARP
ftRZOfc BLACE5 Cf») BC,
OR 5H0OUO HE SIART
-COklNtr KoR A Gt>
CRLLfcD looiriffVjTE
PHArOTOrA? lOHO Cf*E5,
THE FOUNTAIN

VOKS

DRW NEC I fVSl LOSfeHl

OH.'

arc apple a day...
Huddo! This is your doctor speakig!! My dose is all
plugged up. I'b not very sharp today.
Somebody said, "Physician, heal thyself." My answer
is, when it comes to viruses that cause colds, our
ignorance approaches that of Daniel Boone, Christopher
Columbus and Tut Ank Amen.
Of course huge federal institutes for health research
funded by tens of millions of your dollars and mine have
extended our ignorance in this country.
The Pasteur Institue, in France, the Russians and the
Scandinavians among others have poured bureaucratic
brains and slave scientists into the search for control of
viruses. No real luck so far.
I'm teddibly soddy, but we at Student Health can't
help you much with your viral respiratory infections.
Neither can the Mayo Clinic, so far as that goes.
Now about Canada. Get global and you will see that
Kentucky is not all that far from Cleveland, Detroit and
Canada.

Brain
Teasers

1. There are 6 pairs of gray socks and 6 pairs of green boys are needed to eat 100 sandwiches in 100 minutes?
If you wish to submit solutions, place them in the box
socks in the dresser drawer. If you went to the drawer
3. How dayou write 1 using four 3's?
labelled "Brain Teasers" located on the bulletin board
blindfolded, how many socks would you have to take out
Those who Submitted correct solutions to the October ou*ide *• Math Oftict, Wallace 401.
to be sure of having a pair?
20 puzzle were James E. Keen, Wayne BoWitt and Loren
Reference: 150Science Experiments by JudthViorst.
2. If 6 boys eat 6 sandwiches in 6 minutes, how many C. Price.

Vaccine gone

I WAS IN LOVE
WITH
A
GIRL
NAMED
CATHY.
I
.

..«•■•;..

«i

•

..■

•:..'.

I

The Madison County Health
Department regrets to announce that there is no more
flu vaccine available for
distribution to the public.
As of this date, there is no
future supply of vaccine anticipated so the influenza
vaccination program has been
completed for this year.

i: !>

-i*\)H ■

■■

Allison to speak

ftv:

-'

"It was last summer, and 1
was 18. Cathy was 18 too. It was
the happiest summer of my life. I
had never been that happy before.
I haven't been that happy since.
And I know I'll never be that
happy again. It was warm and
beautiful and so we bought a few
bottles of wine and drove to the
country to celebrate the night. We
drank the wine and looked at the
stars and held each other and
laughed. It must have been the stars
and the wine and the warm wind.
Nobody else was on the road. The
top was down, and we^were sin2ing
and 1 didn't even see the tree untilI hit it."

Jim Allison, manager of
radio
station
WLAP,
Lexington,
will speak
Tuesday (Nov. 8) as part of
the EKU Department of Mass
Communications speaker
series.
Allison's lecture is at 3:30
p.m. in the Kennamer Room
of the Powell Building.

Every year 8 ,.(300 American
people between the ages of 15 and
25 are killed in alcohol related
crashes,'jThat's more than combat.
More than drugs. Mere than suicide.
More than cancer. ~
The people on this page are
not real. But what happened to them
is very real.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of people
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible
for killing young people are most
often other young people.

Coles Raymond M.D.

All these areas, all the northern segment of the United
States, all Canada, all that part of our glorious continent
from sea to shining sea have one thing in common.
Never in history have people lived such hot dry indoor
life styles.
Canada, with its longer, colder winters get desperate
first. Absenteeism meant research money from industry. Poor old folks whose colds turned to pneumonia
and death raised a demand. Canada leads the world in
the study of colds and their management.
Following Canada's lead, we are breathlessly bringing
up the rear.
Allow me to spray some facts up your streaming nose.
In the winter, with the furnace going, the northern
U.S. and Canadian indoors are drier than Death Valley
or the Gobi Desert. We breathe that air around the
clock. So our respiratory mucous membranes, from the
frontal sinuses above our eyes to the baby bronchioles at
the bottom of our lungs are dehydrated. Look at them
under a low magnifcation and they are full of radiating
cracks like those pictures on TV reserviors in a drought.
Resistance to infection? Forget it!
So we cough and we sneeze and we osculate and we lay
viruses on each other and we get sick, and do I have to
tell you that the colds go to our tonsils, our ears, our
heads, our chests, and from all these places we soak up
systemic poisons and we get sick all over?
Under these circumstances, ladies and gentlemen of
EKU we are not too sharp mentally. Bluntly, we are a
sorry bunch of dull slobs who have no business in the
teaching or learning world, while our colds are on us.
It is so obvious that anything we do to moisten our
respiratory mucous membranes will help restore their
resistance! Our colds will be fewer and briefer!
How much? Dear old Canada got there first again.
Thirty per cent fewer colds, that's how much! And 30
per cent shorter disability. I don't say 30 per cent
shorter infection, because virus infections run their
sweet and merry course, but disability, as measured by
Canadian industrial absenteeism is 30 per cent less.
Lets get to the punch line. VAPORIZERS!!! Every
last one of us should own and use one—and at $8 to $12 we
all can if we budget and save just a little bit. Drug
stores! Discount houses! Shop around a bit. Get one!
We need vaporizers with two features. First, one that
turns itself off if you forget to unplug it when you leave.
Otherwise you'll find a little pile of melted plastic by
your bed some day! Second, one that makes vapor by
heat. The droplets are far smaller and will breathe
down much deeper into your chest and sinuses. And
remember to keep it in close to you, so you are certain to
breathe moist air. A $10 vaporizer is a lonely, selfish
thing—it won't .moisten a room and it won't do two
people. It is a small, one person operation.

-Arrow

DRUNK DRIVER, DEFT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, DC. 20013
I don't want to get killed and I don't
want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
help. * Youths Highway ^Safety
Advisory Committee.
My name is
Address
City
:

^
State

Zip
Arrow take* the wild out ol tho woolly shirt.

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER. g%

pioneer* who UrMd our country

-

■

■

■•:.

-■

■

But it was'Arrow who timed their shirts.

Arrow Wools inherited a lot ol the stylo that Arrow Dross shirts irt lamous
lor and comt

MI

.magnificent plaids and smart »oliq»

.American than tho wool shirt.

- -' r

Wool'shirts wort worn by tho

■

.

There is no shirt more

So It only atoms nttlng that Amer*. »

shirtmakor should bo tho Nr*t ono to put aomo stylo'-into it

.

Jett a Hull

IS DEPARTMENTC* TRANSPORTATION • NATIONAL MICHW.j^RAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

l>

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
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Just can't win at Murray

Passes, injuries kill Colonels
By BOB LANGFORD
Staff Writer
' Whether it is the long ride
down there, the tact that the
team's hotel is 4$ miles from
the stadium or because they
face the Racers the week after
they play Western, the
Colonels Just cant seem to win
at Murray.
"I've always said this, but
after the Western game there
Is just no way we can be up for
Murray," Colonel head coach
Roy Kidd said.
The Colonels haven't won at
Murray since 1969 and last
Saturday was no exception, as
I. they dropped their fourth
• PtotakyDAVECHESNUTi
game of the season against
put the Colonels on top 20-17 in last week's three losses.
The 24-20 Racer win was
game against Murray.

David Flores, 14, booms a 49 yard field goal,
the longest in Colonel history, out of the hold
of quarterback Ernie House to temporarily

keyed by senior quarterback
Dave Ruzich, who completed
14 of 24 passes for 259 yards
and one touchdown.
Ruzich, a transfer student
from Indiana, has quarterbacked Murray to three
victories in Its last three
games, altar replacing the
injured Mike Dickens.
Ruzich considers himself a
passer, as opposed to Dickens
who is a runner. "There is no
way I want to run," Ruzich
•aid.,
"I don't believe Dickens will
ever start again the way that
kid (Ruzich) is playing," Kidd
said.
"We felt we could throw
against them," Racer head
coach Roy Fergerson said.

Colonels face unbeaten Tech

Heading the list of rushers is
Cecil Fore, a second team AllOVC performer last season.
Fore, a 5'10" 185-pound,
sophomore was the Eagles
leading rusher a year ago and
is doing the same this year for
the blue and gold.
Wade, who is known for his
creative analogies' said, his
talented back is "like a light
switch, all you have to do is
turn him on and he's there."
He was there quite a few

the forward pass better than
Murray," Kidd said.
However, the Colonels were
effective through the air as
well.
Ernie House had his best
day of the season Saturday,
hitting on 12 of 22 passes for
242 yards and two touchdowns.
Senior flanker Jim Nelson
was on the receiving end of
eight of House's 12 completions for 105 yards.
One of Nelson's receptions
was a 53-yard bomb late in the
first half to tie the game at 14
and that was how the (wo
teams went into the dressing
room.
Stan Mitchell, the conference's leading rusher, was
unable to start because of a

badly sprained toe and the
Colonels started freshman
Alvin Miller, aa Scott
McCallister and Bruce Cox
were unable to play as well.
"We felt they would throw
more because of the loss of
Mitchell," Fergerson said.
"He is a hell of a football
player."
Kidd admitted that without
Mitchell the Colonels would be
forced to throw more.
"We went ..ito the game
feeling we would have to
throw and looking at it now
maybe we should have thrown
more," Kidd said.
"Our plan was to go with
Miller in the first half and
Mitchell in the second," Kidd
(see RACERS page f)

Andy's

'It's bruising time9
By GENE MCLEAN
Sports Editor
The undefeated Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles, bring the
conference's most high
powered offense into Hanger
Field Saturday in which
promises to be one of the most
high scoring affairs the
Colonels have been involved in
all season.
The nation's only undefeated Division II football
team after eight games is lead
on offense by a well balanced
group of running backs.
"We rotate our four backs,"
said Tech head coach Don
Wade. "The more backs you
have and the more you can
play them all', the better
chance you have to keep them
all healthy."

"And we really got good pass
protection."
With the Colonels ahead 2017 and 6:1« left in the game,
Ruzich took Murray from its
own 30 yard line to the Colonel
two in three panes. Then
Austine Parrine knifed into
the end-cone giving the Racers
a 24-20 Homecoming victory.
The already pourous Colonel
pass defense was hurt even
more Saturday with the loss of
defensive stalwart Anthony
"Smokey" Miller, who left the
game in the first half with
strained knee ligaments.
Even with Miller in the
game, however, Murray was
capable of throwing the
football. "There is no one In
the conference who executed

times last season, evidenced
by his team leading eight
touchdowns and has crossed
the goal line five times
already this year.
"Tech has a very balanced
offensive football team,"
Colonel head coach Roy Kidd
said. "They have a good crop
of running backs, and will
option off the veer attack."
Also in the backfield are
talented seniors Lamar Mike
and Jesse Dorsey.
Mike, who Wade claims
would have been one of Tech's
greatest if he had stayed
healthy, is second on the team
in rushing this season and ran
for three touchdowns in last
week's 63-20 thrashing of the
East Tennessee State Buccaneers.
Wade said Mike, who sat out
the entire 1975 campaign with
knee problems, "has been
operated on twice since
coming here and still isn't 100
per cent."
However, Mike's touchdown
run of 44 yards and a 93 yard
kickoff return last week indicates that he should be
ready for this Colonels this
week.
leading rusher in 1975 is the
third threat that Wade uses in
his veer attack.

The quarterback position
for the Eagles has been
equally productive for the
Eagles.
Milton Jenkins, a 6'2"
sophomore from Miami, Fla.
started the season as the
signal caller and engineered
the Eagles first five wins, but
has since lost his job to Jimmy
Maynord who took over the
controls when Jenkins was
hurt against Western Kentucky.
Although Jenkins has
recovered from a bruised
upper calf injury he suffered
against the Hilltoppers, it is
doubtful he will start against
the Colonels this Saturday.
"Maynord has done an
outstanding job taking over
after Jenkins' injury and has
moved the team very successfully. I think he deserves
a chance to start against
Eastern because of the way he
has played," Wade said of the
slender six footer.
In the seven games
Maynord has appeared In this
season, he has hit on 30 of his
59 aerial attempts for 512
yards and eight touchdowns.
Maynord's favorite receiver
is returning AI1-OVC performer Cralg Rolle, who as a
sophomore last season made

36 catches for 900 yards, both
league highs and new school
records.
\
As a junior this season the
5'10", 165-pounder has already
made 32 receptions for 564
yards and four TD's.
"They always like to throw
the ball long to Rolle," laid
Kidd. "They just like to toy
the ball up there and hope he'll
run under it, that's the way
they scored a touchdown
against us tost year."
Although the offense is
adding up points for the
Eagles at a record setting
pace, the defense is allowing
the opposition to also pad their
offensive statistics.
"Our statistics show that we
have had to make a lot of
adjustments on our defense
and we have been awfully
lucky that our offense has
come through the way it has." "
The defense, which is giving
up 21.5 points per game and
ranked next to tost in the
conference, is led by Dean
Ratledge, an All-OVC per-

former tost season.
Ratledge, who began hit
college career at tight end, is
third on the team in tackles
behind safety Greg Bauer and
linebacker Mark Shrum and is
by far leading the team in
quarterback sacks with 10.

"Our- defense to like wet
tissue. paper," Wade said.

PIZZA
PALACE

Andy Loves to Bake
Pizza for You and
You'll Love eating the
Greatest Pizza in
Richmond!
350 EASTERN BY-PASS

Freshman Wayne Anderson, who set a school and OVC
record tost week when he
booted nine extra-point kicks,
to first in the league in kick
scoring averaging six points
per game.
"Our kicking game was a
little shakey at the beginning,
but Anderson has come on and
has done an excellent Job,"
Wade said.
Although the Tennessee
Tech tact book was wrong
•hen it predicted that the
OdHbeUwoaU repeat as OVC
champions, Wade was
probably -correct in saying
"When it comes time to play
Eastern it's bruising time."

(Next to University Motel)

Hours: 11 ;00a.m.-12:45 a.m.

MADISON
NATIONAL BANK
Convenient Full Service Branch Office equipped
with Drive-In Window, located at
corner of Water and Second Street
Branch Office Hours

The Corner
Country Buffet

8:00 am. until 2:00 p.m.—Monday thru Thursday

COMER Of IMTER I CflUiS STRUTS

8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.—Fridays

)

I

8:00 a.m. until 12 Noon—Saturday

NOW OPEN

MEMBER

623-2747

FDIC

^CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST*
FrM 7 AJi. tt 9-JQ AM.

»»ftf»f»fTfff »"T »ftttftM»t!

*BUFFCr

SUB CENTER

From 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Featuring A Variety of Good,
Home-Style Cooking
AND. ITS REASONABLY PRICFD

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

EAT II
TAKE OU1
FREE DELIVER'

Open Monday On Friday
Weekly
I MwM fcr ALAN L'HAr »tt I

Time out, time out
Two players seem to be signalling for time out

m a state tournament match held here.

*!•>?>

'\S

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW
twisiilii
502-5M-MB -_
COUBSM OtOlN MAY M > NOV ?1

1/3 or USA

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

e

REGULAR SANDWICHES'
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S~~d 0-W.li »yi
o* W**o*« **••! mi ma
lortoct. Tomato. Mayo
Mvtlfrdor OrtaOAOn
HOOMOM. IO<E»a

It's that time of the year when
\ you start planning for your group's
\
\get together. Let Holiday Inn, provide
\ for you a formal or informal
\ occasion that you'll be!
proud of for years
• .

-•

■

-

•
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MONSTER

MIXED

136

•OLOGNA

104

HAM

136

1.M

TURKEY

I.M

SALAMI IGonool

135

1.90

MAM

1.14

ROAST BEE*

135

190

HAM a CHEESE

1.24

TURKEY

136

1.90

SALAMI lOanee)

1.14

LIVERWURST

136

190

SALAMI » CHEESE

1.84

TUNA

136

1.90

CHEESE

136

190

LIVERWURST

-1*04

SALAD

1.14

"W-OW.. ......
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Harriers tune up Wright

Women netters
third in state
By CHRIS ELSBERRY
Stall Writer
The women'* tennis team
finished a strong third behind
state powers Kentucky and
Western in the Kentucky
Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament held
hut weekend at the University
of Kentucky campus.
UK and Western Ued (or
first place, with 24 points,
while Eastern finished with 11.
Other schools competing
were:
Murray, 7 points;
Morehead, 4;
Northern
Kentucky, 1; and Louisville 0.
Senior Nancy Coppola won
the third seed singles bracket
by defeating Kathy Ferry of
Western, 6-7, 6-2, 7-6, in the
finals, and going into this
weekend's OVC
Coppola has
record in singles play

By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer

Alumni Coliseum and at the
Martin Hall Courts with the
matches moving to the Greg
Adams Building if the weather
turns bad.
"Western will be the team to
beat with us right behind them
and I expect a strong
challenge from Middle Tennessee," Mulllns said about
the upcoming tourney.
"We can't slack up at all, we
played good In the state
tournament and I hope we can
carry it over into the OVC
tourney," she added.
Besides
Coppola
and
Jackson In the singles
brackets, other Eastern entrants are Mary Hockwatt in
the number one singles
position; Carole Hagans,

held ben. The defending champion Lady Colonels were
defeated in the first round of the state tournament.

A member of Eastern's field hockey team breaks free for a
clear attack on an opposing team's goal in a recent match

(intramural highlights ]

«?ffi Z&g£*X%£ Colonels 2-1 in tourney

Freshman Mendy Jackson
made it into the finals of the
number two singles bracket
before falling to Kentucky's
Jackie Gibson 5-7, 04.
The OVC tournament is
going to be held here with
matches being played at

Elder, number six; who all
won their opening matches in
the KWIC last week.

Cards take state hockey crown

By RON VOLMERING
Play in the OVC TourStaff Writer
nament begins this Friday at 9
The Lady Colonels last
a.m. The singles finals will
be at 11:30 a.m., while the year's state champions in field
doubles will finish at 2:30 p.m. hockey, lost their opening
round game last week and
on Saturday.
opened the door for the title

Look Your Best For Thanksgiving
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^■"

I

Eiplres Nov. 23

Powell Bid* 622-4178
■ ■ i ■" i '>

KIRK'S

said.
Linda Marchese also was a
little upset about the tie.
"I feel that's an unfair way
to decide a game of that importance. I feel a flick-off
would have been more appropriate," Marchese said.
"I kind of knew we had lost
In penetration time. I waa
really diasappointed they beat
us by offensive time," she
said.
Archer called the season as
one, "building for the future.
"The brightest part of the
season was the win over
Centre after losing to UK,"
Archer said. "It proved our
team could bounce back and
showed what our athletes are
made of.
I was most impressed with this win."

they fared much better,
routing Centre College 5-0 and
also shutting out Aabury 2-0.
In the championship game
of the winners bracket, the
University of Louisville came
storming out in the second half
after a scoreless first period to
defeat UK, 4-0.
Assistant graduate coach,
Chris Archer said, "UL
deserved to win. They obviously wanted it more than
UK.
UL came out and
dominated the second half
with determination."
Shannon said she would
remember the goal UK scored
against her all her life.
"Due to hesitation on my
part as a goal keeper," she
said, "that goal would have
never been scored. We would
have won 1-0, rather than tied
1-1."
Shannon also wasn't quite
sure the goal should have
counted.
"If I was an official, I would
After the opening 'toss,
Eastern moved, into the have called the ball out of
2 consolation bracket where play. It wasn't deserved," she

HAIR EXPRESS

Diamond Center

As a final tuneup before the
Ohio
Valley Conference
Championships, the men's
cross country team defeated
v niting
Wright
State
University last Saturday 1S-45,
taking nine of the top 11
places.
Senior
captain
Dan
Matousch set a new course
record for the four mile race
with a winning time of 20:04
over the hilly Arlington
course.
Junior Doug Bonk followed
closely in second place with a
time of 20:19, outrunning
WSU's John Loe who finished
third at 20:22.
The nest five places were
taken by the Colonels with
Dennis Creekmore, Mark
Helgeson, Mark Yellin, Gary

to eventual winner University
of Louisville.
Eastern
lost
to
the
University of Kentucky in the
opening round in one of the
worst ways, by penetration
time.
Eastern and UK ended' the
game tied 1-1, but there are no
ties in field hockey.
Penetration
time
Is
determined by how long offensively you are between
your opponents 25 yard line
and their goal.
Eastern lost this battle by
two minutes and 51 seconds.
According to coach Peggy
Stanaland, Eastern couldn't
change fields against UK
because the Wildcats consistently controlled the ball on
Eastern's right side.
Kathy
Wilson
scored
Eastern's only goal, while
Carmen Shannon played goal
for the Colonels.

Eastern placed two women
on the all-tourney team, including
seniors
Debbie
Condreva and captain Kathy
Wilson. _ ,
,,
Eastern's season ends this
Friday u the Colonels'host
Berea.

The handball championship
was decided last week as
Curt Stacey defeated Tom
Paulson 21-10,21-6. To get the
final round Paulson defeated
Jerry Reed and Stacey beat
GaryThropp.
Soccer has been delayed a
week becausejhe Soccer Club
Is playing in the state tournament in Berea.
In last
week's abbreviated action
TKE-B defeated Hillbillies 1-0,
Tappa Keg defaulted to 1KO
and Grog beat PIT 1-0 on
penalty kicks.
The soccer
matches will continue on
Monday.
Volleyball has started but
the amount of teams Is down
this year from past years.
Racquetball is winding
down with David Thomas of
Sigma Nu in the finals of the
fraternity division. Thomas is
awaiting the winner of the
match between Ralph Sowder
of Sigma Alpha Epeilon and
Steve Mercy of Lambda Chi

Genuine
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Alpha.
In the run for the All-Sports
Trophy, PIT has a commanding lead with 805 points,
compared to second place
BSU's 365 points.
In the fraternity race Theta
Chi has 1020 points in first
place. Second place is close PI
Kappa Alpha with 635 points,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon with 580
points and Sigma Chi with 572
points.
Coed volleyball will begin in
two weeks with teams consisting of three men and three
women. Entry deadlines will
be Wednesday, November 9,
and entries may be obtained
from the IMRS office in
Begley 202.
The women's fast pitch
softball team has concluded
fall practice.
The spring schedule which
will begin after Christmas
includes double headers with
Ohio State, Purdue, Ohio
Northern and Bowling Green.

Racers throw Colonels
(continued from page I)

Jfy

Noel and Bill Morgan finishing
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth respectively.
This weekend the harriers
travel to Bowling Green for
the OVC Championships.
The conference, according
to head coach Art Harvey, is
strong as ever with East
Tennessee and Murray both
ranked in the top ten in the
nation.
"We have a fine team, but
because of the caliber of the
cross country in the OVC it
will take a super effort to
finish among the top three
teams, which is our goal,"
Harvey said.
If the Colonels are able to
finish In the top three at the
conference meet, they will
qualify to run in the NCAA
District III Championships to
be held in Greenville, S.C. on
Nov. 12.

said. "We felt we could get a
half out of Stan so we Just had
to stay close in the first half."
The Colonel plan backfired,
however, as they had Murray
tied at the half but ended up
1
losing 24-20. They scored two
I touchdowns when Miller, was
in, although both touchdowns
were through the air, and only
I two field-goals with Mitchell
in the game.
In the first half Miller
gained 60 yards and Mitchell
picked up 63 in the second.
"I think this game taught
Alvin (Miller) that you can't
run east to west but from
north to south," Kidd said.
Miller drifted out of bounds
on many of his 17 carries.
Although the loss of Mitchell
andSmokeyhurt the Colonels,
poor field position hurt them
just aa much.
The punt coverage has been

much improved over what it
was, "but if you can't cover a
30-yard punt you are in
trouble," Kidd said.
"We lost 11 yards on every
punt," he added.
Wes Fergerson, the Murray
coach's son, hit five punts for
an average of 44.4 yards
whereas Eastern's Joel
Scrafton averaged only 30
yards of three punts.
"We're considering going
with someone . else nest
week," said Kidd.
On
the
other
hand,
placekicker David Flores hit
two field goals for the only
Eastern points of the second
half.
Flores second boot set a
school record of 49 yards,
breaking the old record of 44
yards held by Bob Landis and
Flores.
The Colonels have won 51
games since 1969 but not one of
them has been in Murray, Ky.

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."
Macbeth
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high & inside

Colonel
volleyballers
drop two .

gene mclean

There will be post-season football
action at Hanger Field again this
year.
Although the Colonels will not be
playing in the first round of the
NCAA Division II football playoffs,
six high school teams will travel to
the Richmond campus in hopes of
taking home the state championship trophies.
"All of the high school championships, except for the AAAA
games will be played here," said
Donald Combs, director of
athletics.
However, football is not the only
high school event Eastern hosts.
Over the past few years Eastern
has offered its services and
facilities to the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
(KHSAA) to the benefit of both the
University and the high school
organization.
There are several reasons why
the KHSAA would pick Eastern for
swimming, tennis, golf, baseball
and basketball post-season play.
One high school event held annually in Alumni Coliseum is the
women's state high school basketball championships.
"They started here because we
had a good size arena for the
crowds they would have," Combs
said. "At that time, we had some
open dormitory space for the
women but since our student
population has grown so that we
couldn't continue to offer the space
they came back here anyway
because the way we had handled it
before."
Another reason why the KHSAA
decides on Eastern, is the locality
of the Richmond campus.
"We are as centrally located as
any of the other four state institutions, and are easily accessible
because of the two interstate highways," Combs said.
A third factor and one that directly applies to why the high school
football games will be played here
instead of the University of Kentucky, is a matter oteconomics.
"I haven't ever talked to anyone
about it, but it seems that it would
be cheaper to open up a stadium
that seats 20,000 than one that seats
55,000," Combs said.
However, handling the high
school tournaments also is an advantage to the University and one
that Combs recognizes.
"This gives us the opportunity to
have athletes, students and parents
visit our campus where they might
not have otherwise," Combs said.
"It is part of our total public
relations job. We try to get people

on campus, make them feel comfortable and then we have a better
chance of getting them to come to
school here."
The first year the women's
state high school basketball
tournament was held here, the
eight sessions attracted around
20,000 people.
Last\season
Combs estimated 45,000 people attended. The football playoffs will
attract an estimated 20,000 to 30,000
high school enthusiast this year.
Although the KHSAA certainly
benefits from having a convenient
locality, good facilities and an efficiently run operation for their
high school events, Eastern as well
is both fulfilling its civic responsibility as a state supported institution and gaining good public
relations.
Sports shorts...There is some
disagreement on campus among
members of the intramural department and the physical education
department about the possibility of
a recognized student boxing club.
According to Ted Spatkowski,
acting director of intramurals the
boxing club was recognized for
about a month before being suspended, while an investigation
into the club's "philosophy, supervision and equipment," is being
conducted.
However, Skip Daugherty said
that the club has not been
recognized as a student
organization and does not exist on
campus until a decision is made by
a committee investigation of the
club.
Spatkowski said the committee
includes Dr. Lee Gentry, professor
of physical education, Dr. Paul
Motley, associate professor of
physical education, Mrs. Mildred
Maupin, assistant professor in the
Department of Physical Education
and Spatkowski.
George Ginter, president of the
club said, "one reason for the
suspension is that the boxing club is
not an offshoot of the P.E. department, which nationally frowns on
boxing as an intercollegiate sport."
The women's cross country team
is in Raleigh, N.C. this
week competing in the Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Region II Cross Country
Meet. The five state competion includes teams from Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, North Carolina
and South Carolina.
According to Geri Polvino the
First Annual High School
Volleyball Invitational Tournament was a "super" success
with Notre. Dame High School
taking the two day tournament.

The girls' volleyball team
dropped two matches last
week losing to Dayton and
Northern Kentucky.
The Flyers defeated the
Lady Colonels 9-15,16-14, 15-17
and Northern trounced the
volleyballers 10-15, 5-16, 7-15.
Over the weekend, the State
High School Invitational
Tournament was held in
Weaver Gym with Notre
Dame walking away with the
first place trophy.
The Kentucky Girls' Sports
Association sponsored the
tournament instead of the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association.
Dr. Geri Polvino said the
reason for this is because,
"they (KHSAA) believe there
is not sufficient interest in
volleyball in the state of
Kentucky."

iPtatak) DAVECMESNVTi

Alvin Miller, 45, and a freshman from Ft. Pierce, Fla. cuts
back upf ield in his first collegiate start last Saturday against
the Murray Racers. Although Miller gained 60 yards on 17

carries it wasn't enough as the Racers came back to defeat
the Colonels 24-20.

It's Miller time for Colonels
CHRIS ELSBERRY
By CHRIS
na.wnr-ii.Staff Writer
Anthony, Jerry and Alvin
Miller are not a law firm or
even the singing chipmunks,
but these three are associated
in a different way.
Every week they meet on
the gridiron to play a little
football and last Saturday at
Murray State each one had his
chance in the spotlight; one,
for making things happen, the
others, for the things happening to them.
Alvin, a 5V, 188-pound,
freshman tailback from Ft.
Pierce, Fla., was making his
first collegiate start for the
Colonels.
After the initial
butterflies, he ended up
gaining 60 yards on 17 carries
in playing a little over half of
the game.
"Monday in practice, I
found out that Stan (Mitchell)
1
could hardly walk," said
Alvin." So on Thursday,
Coach Kidd told me to get

mentally
prepared
(or
for
u ..•.«*• M
Murray."
The game was a good one
for Alvin in the way of a
learning standpoint.
"I learned a lot from this
game, like how to cut upf ield,"
said Alvin. "There was one
time that I could have gone all
the way, but I stepped out of
bounds."
"He's got to learn how to get
the ball upfield better," said
Colonel Head Coach Roy Kidd,
Alvin gives the coaching
staff much of the credit for his
success this year.
"They've always kept In
touch with me. During the
summer, they would call me
every week or they would sent
me workouts to do. They
really cared about me, he
said.
"Also, Stan Mitchell has
bean there to help me," said
Alvin. "He's been on my back
all year long, picking me up
while I was down early in the
i, and I've really learned

a lot from him."
■
x<ai.. is
»„ a
*, 6'1",
ci" nnm
Jerry
Miller
pound offensive tackle from
Cincinnati. Ohio, who got hurt
and couldn't play in the
Murray game.
"We were doing our pregame stretching drills and I
pulled something in my
back." said Jerry. "I finally
got It loose with about five
minutes to go in the first half,
but it tightened up again."
Like Alvin, speed Is very
important to Jerry because at
6'1" he is smaller than most
other college linemen.
"I
rely
mostly
on
quickness," said Jerry.
Jerry's brother Anthony
"Smokey" Miller is a senior

here and Jerry gives him
in his
coming to Eastern.
"He had a lot to do with me
coming down here, but the
facilities were a factor too,"
he said.
However, Smokey denies
that he was the cause of his
brother's decision to come to
Eastern.
"I showed him some things,
but it was mostly his own
decision to come here,"
Anthony "Smokey" Miller
has started every game for the
Colonels since he first set foot
on the campus as a freshman
and has been the mainstay of
■" Injury-riddled secondary
this year, until he too was

injured

murh
much nf
of th#
the rrtxilf
credit

at

Murray

last

Katiirrlav
Saturday.

"I
strained
some
ligaments in my knee," said
Smokey, but I lifted some
weights yesterday and it felt
pretty good, so I'm going to
play this Saturday."
Smokey was changed from
roverback to cornerback this
year and says he likes the
change.
"It's added tome depth and
given us added determination'.'
Commenting on the overall
season, Smokey said, "We've
been In every game. Those
that we lost were by a total of
19 points and we could easily
be undefeated, but we Just
haven't got the breaks."
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Film series shows
promising future
ByLYNNEKRUER
Organizations Editor
If all goes as planned, the
University film series will be
here to stay, according to Skip
Daugherty, director of student
activities.
The program is financed by
money from the ticket sales
and to break even "that would
mean averaging 1110 per
night," said Daugherty.
The student activities office
worked in correspondence
with Dr. Richard Benson for
use of the theatre as an
established place so they
could show movies on a
regular basis timewise as well
as building-wise.
Also, Jerry Perry, assistant
professor of communications,
helped in the organizations of
the movie series by trying to
get "good-selling" box office
movies.
The movie series is a sevenday program.
Monday
evening is reserved for classic
or educational movies accompanied by a speaker who
provides an introduction and
comments following the
showing. Tuesday through
Sunday will feature general
entertainment films.
"The first week has been
successful," said Daugherty.

"We sold out three nights for
Blazing Saddles and have had
good crowds for the other
nights. The weekend proved
to be the deadest, but that was
expected
following
Homecoming," he added.
"But, if demands call we
will go to two shows a night,"
said Daugherty.
The film series will show
through Dec. 3, the week
before finals. Then a new
semester series will be
scheduled starting Jan. 9.
The movie series does not
only benefit the viewer for
entertainment, but is it also
being used as a moneymaking project for the InterFraternity Council (IFC),
according to Tom Ramey,
assistant to the director of
student activities.
Two IFC members will be
ushering at the films every
evening for an indefinite
period of time. By tearing
tickets, seating people, and
keeping down general confusion they will receive
compensation that will go
towards
their
annual
Southeastern Inter-Fraternity
Conference that is held in
Atlanta, GA every February.
The movies are presented in
the Pearl Buchanan Theatre
beginning every night at 7:30.
Admission is. $1 for all
university people.

direct current:
John Martin

DAVE CHESTNUT)

Ann Chenault (coffin) catches the attention of two potential
victims as Dave Montgomery (costume) sneaks threatening

up behind them. This was one of the features in the Sigma
Chi Haunted House last week.

International committee comes out of closet
ByLYNNEKRUER
Organizations Editor
Over the past period of
years, the University's
Committee on International
Education has just been
existing.
But now, according to Jack
Callender, director of in-

ternational education and
foreign student adviser, the
committee has begun to take
an active interest in getting
something accomplished for
this year's program.
The purpose of the committee, said Callender is to
get people "aware of, part of,

advisory to and help to
coordinate international
activities for students and
faculty members."
The International Committee was appointed for the
campus and approved by the
president as the primary
office on international affairs.
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It is made up of H
representatives from the
majority of the colleges within
the University.
This year's program is
organizing plans to get a
host-family program in the
community. This is where
foreign students may be invited into a home for a meal, a
day or maybe to celebrate a
holiday.
Also, a second annual World
Issues Conference is being
planned for Dec. 1. The day,
beginning at 9:15 a.m., will
consists of six one-hour
meetings corresponding with
the academic periods. The
topic will be on I nternational
Hunger and Population.
In the spring, an international students arts and
crafts fair is being planned.
"Communication has been
the problem in the past,"'said
Ken Clawson, Dean for
Special Programs. "America
is part of the international
scene," he added and this
committee
and
its
representatives will work
together to get campus
awareness of all worldly
issues.
In other words, said
Callender, it is to bring all
facets of international ideas
together in one program.
Thus,
the
committee
representatives will act as a
communicating group to keep
all colleges informed about
international affairs within
the university, he said.

Please send notice ot special events ana meeting
times, dates and places to Lynne Kruer, organizations
editor. 4th floor. Jones Building. Unless notice is in by
the Friday preceding publication, placement in the
Direct Current cannot be guaranteed.
Today
7:00 International Student Association meeting, Room
C.Powell Building.
7:00 Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting, Kennamer Room. Powell Building.
7:00 Maranatha meeting. Room A, Powell Building.
7:30 Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting, Room E,
Powell Building.
Saturday, Nov. S
All day Newman Center Paper Drive.
Sunday, Nov. (
9:00 Pi Beta Phi meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Kappa Alpha Order meeting. Room B, Powell
Building.
7:00 Theta Chi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
8:15 Sigma Pi meeting, Room A, Powell Building.
Monday, Nov. 7
4:30 Progress staff meeting, 4th floor, Jones Building.
5:00 American Society for Interior Design meeting.
Room 300, Burner Building.
5:00 Inter-Faternity Council meeting, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
7:30 Phi Beta Sigma meeting, Room E, Powell Building.
8:30 Theta Chi meeting, Room B, Powell Building.
8:30 Collegiate Pentacle meeting, Room A, Powell
Building.
9:00 Kappa Alpha Psi meeting, Room D, Powell
Building.
Tuesday, Nov. 8
3:30 Department of Mass Communications speaker,
Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
4:30 Society of Collegiate Journalists meeting,
Room F, Powell Building.
5:30 Kappa Alpha Order meeting, Room, E, Powell
Building.
6:00 Student Association meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
8:30 Timette meeting, Alumni pool.

Nursing organization
evolves 'out of needs'
By WAYNE BOBLITT
Staff Writer
Students in the University's
two-year nursing program
have formed a new campus
organization, the Associate
Degree Student Nurses
Association (ADSNA).
I'ani Campbell, ADSNA
secretary,
said
the
organization branched off the
Student Nurses Association,
another group that formerly
included students in both the
two-year and four-year
nursing programs.
"We needed our own
organization to meet particular
needs
in
our
program," said Campbell.
The club, which started Oct.
4, presently has 164 members,
Campbell said.
Their meetings have consisted largely of business
affairs, during which students
elected representatives to the

School
of
Nursing's
curriculum, library and
research committees.
These representatives are
the communicators between
the faculty and the students.
In November, the club will
assist with the Red Cross
Bloodmobile when it comes to
campus.
Other possible projects for
club participation include the
sponsoring of hypertension
clinics and work with the
Handicapped Olympics at
Cardinal Hill in Lexington.
"We want to do as much as
possible this semester and be
in full swing next semester,"
Campbell commented about
the club's activities.
The next meeting will be at
4:45onNov. 10. Any qualified,
interested student may
contact Campbell and or any
ADSNA officer for information about the club.

Looking For A Change Of Pace?
Red Mile Opens November 2;
Play the Trifecta - Win aOOO to $15,

Free Admission For EKU Students
With "ID" Cards
Racing For 15 Nights thru Nov. 26
Post

Si«n Up

Each Night

For Car
Give Away
Nov. 10

i

Time
7:15 p.m.
World's Fastest Harness Track

"Near 803 South"

i.
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'A love song to individuality9
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'Under Milkwood' captures feelings and emotions of small town
One of the best ways to
describe Dr. Dan Robinette,
associate professor of speech
and theatre arts is tell of his
great love of language. I've
known him for a fairly long
time now and I've always found
him to be eloquent, sensitive,
articulate and very language-

staged in Gifford Theatre Nov.
16-19.
According to Dr.
Robinette, "It's the play I
always wanted to do but never
felt competent enough. There
is no single play I've ever read
which I've appreciated more."
The play is set in a small
town and "captures images and

the ants
tina schoewe
oriented.
pictures of the town's
So who better than Dr. inhabitants." It concerns an
Robinette to direct the up- eavesdropper's prowl from
coming dramatic production of midnight to midnight in a small
Dylan Thomas' "Under Milk- Welsh fishing village.
wood"? As Dr. Robinette exAccording to Dr. Robinette,
plains, "Language is the focal "Under Milkwood" has been
point of this play—it cascades, called a "non-play by critics
surges and recedes. This is the because it has no traditional
most gorgeous lyric folk play plot, conflict or character
ever written."
development.
So who could dare miss a play
"The beauty of the play rests
which he describes as "a love in our appreciation of the very
song to individuality"?
mundane, seemingly routine
"Under Milkwood" will be activities of people—we can

relate to them. It captures in
language their feelings and
emotions", he said.
The play calls for a cast of 68
characters but it has been
revised to 48 roles. There are
thirteen actors. Dr. Robinette
calls his cast "an interesting
mixture and a rather talented,
enthusiastic cast."
The actors are Jeff Baker,
Richard Benson, Brian Chic,
Steve Connelly, Chrissy Denzinger, Ceil Fitzpatrick, Jackie
Hall, Dan Haughey, Donna
Kilgore, Anita Lenhart, Lowell
Massey, Peggy Nichols and
Mark Sowell. The production
stage manager is Cindy
Russell.
"Under Milkwood" is
definitely a play you shouldn't
miss. Even after five weeks of
intensive rehearsal you needn't
worry that Dr. Robinette or his
actors will become stale.
As Dr. Robinette explained,
"I'm still discovering subtleties
and responding to the beauty
and rhythm of this play. It will
always appear fresh, vital and
exciting to me."
iPlMtakyAI^NIIIAKKKKl

Dr. Dan Robinette, associate professor of speech
and theatre arts, takes a moment to ponder lines
from Dylan Thomas' "Under Milkwood." The

this week

in the arts
The University Centerboard
The Singing Hoosiers of Inlecture featuring NBC News diana University will appear in
correspondent Linda Ellerbee, Brock Auditorium Sunday at 8
set for Monday has been can- p.m. The group is under the
celled.
According to Skip direction of Robert Stoll and
Daugherty, director of Student their repertoire includes
Activities and Organizations, Broadway show tunes, folk
"Our office was notified by the music, jazz and special producagency handling the contracts tion numbers. The concert is
to the fact that Linda Ellerbee sponsored by University Cenwould be unable to fulfill her terboard and there will be no
contract obligations due to her admission charge.
reporting commitments with
the Congress.' The agency fur*****
ther added they thought her
reason for not fulfilling her
obligation was very weak and
The Louisville Ballet will perthey were very disturbed by the
form
in Brock Auditorium on
situation."
Tuesday at 8 p.m. The ballet is
*****
under the artistic direction of
Richard and Cristina Munro.
On Wednesday, the Brass The performance will include
Choir will present a concert in "Cortege Italian", "Othello",
Brock Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. "Cortege Russe" and "Pas de
The public is invited.
Dix". There will be no ad-

J

mission charge.
The performance is sponsored by
University Centerboard.
*****
Looking Ahead...next Thursday (Nov. 10) the Jazz Ensemble will perform in Brock
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. You
can read more about the concert in next week's Progress.
*****
Don't forget to start thinking
about your reservations for
"Under Milkwood" to be staged
Nov. 16-19 in Gifford Theatre.
Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. and
tickets are $1 for students and
$1.50 for non-students. Reservations may be made by calling
3480.

lyric folk play will be staged Nov. 16-19 in Gifford
Theatre.

Students begin to prepare and plan
for their annual spring art exhibit
By PATTY SIMMONS
Staff Writer
Although still several months
away, plans are being made
now for the annual Student Art
Show.
The show will be held this
year from April 10 through May
5 in the Giles Gallery of the
Jane Campbell Building.
The student show is a big
event, according to Ron Isaacs,
associate professor of art. Any
student enrolled in an art class
during the year is eligible to
display his work in the show.
There are several shows
throughout the year which
display works by students earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree. These students are
required to exhibit work in
these shows for the BFA
degree. The annual student
show is the only one open to all

>

students.
Isaacs explained the process
by which exhibits are chosen
for the show. The 12 art
faculty members serve as
judges for all the art work entered by the students. Each
faculty, member is given 30
votes and they are allowed to
assign points to those works
they feel are best. These are
then included in the exhibition.
Isaacs was asked if students
had expressed any dissatisfaction with the single annual
showing of their work. He
replied there was too little
time, on the part of both students and faculty, to have more
shows.
"It would be nice if we could
have more shows or more work
scattered through the (Campbell) building, but there's no
problem with it, as far as I

know." Isaacs explained the
April show allowed students to
work on their exhibits for
almost an entire school year. It.
would be difficult to have
enough exhibits completed for
an earlier show, he added.
The present gallery schedule
is arranged so outside exhibits
can be displayed during the
rest of the school year. This is
to the students advantage,
Isaacs explained. "It gives
students a chance to see art
that otherwise would not be
seen."

Goethe once said....
"A man should hear a little
music, read a little poetry and
see a fine picture every day of
his life, in order that worldly
care may not obliterate the sense of the beautiful which God
has implanted in the human
soul."
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Students could determine local election
(Continued from page 11
separated the two candidates in the
campus precinct.
Thompson feels there is great
potential on campus.
"If the students got together in a
mass and voted, they could make a big
difference in the outcome of the elections," Thompson said.
Incumbent City Commissioner
William Strong said he feels that
students should take an active interest
in city government.
Strong said he feels that with,
political groups and other organizations
supporting certain candidates, students
are getting involved in the election.
"Students live here nine out of 12
months and I'm sure the city affects
them. They deserve to have a voice in
the government," said Monty Joe
Lovell, a City Commission candidate.
Ix>vell said he hoped students would
vote only if they knew the candidates
and the issues.

The candidates admitted to doing Some candidates are planning to
little campaigning on campus. Some contact all those who are registered to
candidates have spoken to various vote here through letters and phone
groups or have made plans to before the calls.
tioufol the candidates expect all of
election.
foters to turn out for the election.
Most of the candidates have been
150 to 60 per cent turnout would be
distributing cards and posters around Dig and could change the outcome of the
campus, usually with student help.
election," McAninch said.

Skateboarders compete
(Continued from page 1)
reported that I was riding my
skateboard on the roof."
"It's crazy," she said.
"In the
beginning of the year, if people had told
me it wasn't allowed, I wouldn't have
believed it. It kills me that they won't
bend the rules a little."
Horensky has also been told not to
ride her board on campus. "I've been
told once not to ride on the street, once
in the ravine and once in a parking lot,"
she said.

Byrd said he heard the University
was considering outlawing skateboards
on campus or at least limiting them to
one area such as Alumni Coliseum or
the Begley Building.
Byrd, Horensky and Keeser all
agreed Begley would be the best place
if one area was designated.
"If the University would ever get into
it," said Horensky, Begley could make
a really nice skateboard park.
But, said Byrd, "I guess we'd be
happy just as long as they give us some
place."

Tom Easterly addresses Senate
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
An elected official should vote according to his convictions. State
Senator Tom Easterly said Tuesday
night as he spoke to the Student Senate
at their regular meeting.
"You shouldn't listen to lobbyists
always. If there is something you feel
strongly about you should vote how you
feel," said Easterly.
Easterly added that sometimes an
elected official should even vote against
the wishes of his constituents, "if his
convictions are strong."
Easterly complemented the Student
Senate on how organized they were. He
said he received several phone calls
and letters concerning the invitation to
speak to the Senate.
"Rita Masden even sent me directions on how to get there," said
Easterly. Masden is vice president of
Student Association.
After debate on whether or not to
accept the Student Government

Association of Kentucky fSGAKj
Constitution, a motion was made and
passed to put off the vote until next
week.
The debate arouse over the clarity of
several points in the constituion.
The motion to table the constitution
until next week was made so the
senators could look it over and get any
questions answered.
Student Association President Mike
Duggins said that the senators would
undertake a door-to-door campaign
throughout the dorms and Brockton to
help publicize the Senate and answer
any questions the students might have.
The Senators would go in pairs introducing themselves and talking to the
students.
The campaign will be held Nov. 15
and 16.
Duggins announced plans to compile
a campus phone book which would have
the phone numbers of all campus and
off campus students as well as faculty.
Western Kentucky and the University

of Kentucky have similar phone books,
according to Duggins.
The funding of the book would come
from advertisements sold in the Yellow
Page section.
John Cooper, chairman of the
Academic Affairs Committee, reported
that work on teacher evaluations had
begun.
The evaluations would be completed
on every teacher, the results compiled
and made available to the students
before registration.
Mike Ditchen, chairman of the
Elections Committee, reported that his
committee was working on an amendment to the constitution which would be
introduced next week.
Ditchen did not reveal any details
about the amendment.
Dan Wright and Chris Lilly were
named co-chairmen of the Book
Exchange Committee.
Duggins announced that a workshop
for the senators would take place within
three weeks.

Bicycle break
Jeff Sole, right, and Mike Sievering, senior wildlife
management majors, stop outside the Moore Building afterclass for a little conversation before taking off on their

bicycles. The days of cycling to school will be over when winter eventually sets in.

A Presentation of EKU Centerboard. Brock Auditorium
Open to the Public - No Admission Charge

Louisville
Ballet
Company

The Singing Hoosiers
of Indiana University
Robert E. Stoll, Director

Tuesday Nov. 8
Sunday Nov. 6

8 p.m.

Open to the Public
No Admission
"Spontaneous and instantaneous
mass standing ovation."
0
Indianapolis, Indiana
"The audience reaction was marvelous! It was a thoroughly delightful evening for everyone,"
Kansas City, Missouri
"The Singing
superb."

Hoosiers

were

Evansville, Indiana

"Superb performance...nothing but
the highest praise."
Westfield, New Jei^ey
"The concert was two hours of sheer
musical delight."
London, Ohio

'
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